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model is implemented to validate certain tentative hypotheses formed from
the auxiliary model results.
This general methodology is illustrated by considering a specific
system of current interest to the U. S. Marine Corps, the LVA (Landing
Vehicle Assault). A simplified auxiliary model is developed which is
initially applied to an evaluation of several tactical employment al-
ternatives. The distance offshore at which the craft initiates transi-
tion and the interarrival time between incoming waves are examined in
detail. The model is additionally implemented to derive the inter-
relationships of the LVA design parameters with the vulnerability of
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This thesis presents a modelling strategy for the evaluation of com-
plex combat systems during their conceptual design phase. It proposes
the use of a relatively simple auxiliary model in conjunction with a
high-resolution combat simulation. The simple model is used to enhance
the analyst's ability in investigating the full range of possible effects
of decisions regarding various design and employment alternatives, while
the complex model is implemented to validate certain tentative hypotheses
formed from the auxiliary model results.
This general methodology is illustrated by considering a specific
system of current interest to the U. S. Marine Corps, the LVA (Landing
Vehicle Assault). A simplified auxiliary model is developed which is
initially applied to an evaluation of several tactical employment alterna-
tives. The distance offshore at which the craft initiates transition
and the interarrival time between incoming waves are examined in detail.
The model is additionally implemented to derive the interrelationships
of the LVA design parameters with the vulnerability of that system to the
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An explicit statement of desired operational goals is a fundamental
first step in the conception of a new weapon system. All subsequent
decisions regarding specific design features are based upon these goals.
Once the engineering feasibilities of the performance characteristics
have been established, it is possible to use an approach similar to that
in Figure 1. Such a methodology can provide the decision-maker and the
designer information with respect to the impact each of the elements of a
design have on the combat effectiveness of the final system.
Essentially then, one may define a system's effectiveness as the
degree of success the system realizes in achieving the desired operational
goals (i.e. missions) in the context of a particular combat environment .
For the purposes of evaluating alternative courses of action (design
specification options), it is necessary to quantify the degree of suc-
cess in attaining the operational goals, and hence the analyst must formu-
late a measure of effectiveness (MOE) . (The reader is referred to Bonder
[Ref.2] and also Quade [Ref. 8] for further discussion of the topic of
system effectiveness.) This selection of an appropriate criterion by
which success can be quantitatively measured is often a difficult procedure
requiring the analyst and decision-maker to synthesize the various system
objectives into a single variable which may be generated for each alterna-
tive by analytic or judgmental means.
It is additionally necessary to "operationally define" system effec-
tiveness in the context of the combat environment. The operating conditions
under which the system is to be analyzed is termed the scenario , and
11
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may be characterized by the following:
* system performance characteristics,
* system employment procedures,
*
a concept of operations and anticipated capability for the
remainder of the friendly force, and
* anticipated enemy threat.
Thus, a system's effectiveness is dependent upon the specific combat
environment in which it was assessed. This fact emphasizes the respon-
sibility of the military analyst in selecting appropriate scenarios for
the evaluation of proposed designs.
A. MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE PURPOSES OF EFFECTIVENESS DETERMINATION
During the conceptual design phase of weapon system acquisition no
physical prototype exists and consequently some type of model must be
utilized to relate the combat effectiveness of the system (as measured
by the MOE) to the independent design parameters. The modelling activity
should be directed toward providing cues to the decision-maker as to how
the various system design parameters contribute toward the accomplishment
of the established system mission, and hence system effectiveness. The
inherent complexity of the combat environment has lead to the development
of highly sophisticated combat simulations.
The extremely high level of detail characteristic of such models
is partially due to the fact that the developers have desired the model
to be capable of addressing numerous facets of the combat environment,
hence making the model applicable to a broad range of study objectives.
The degree of complexity evident in such simulation models reflects a
desire to include any factor which may significantly influence the ability
of the system to accomplish its operational requirements. It is recognized
13

that such peripheral issues may at times become significant, and since
actual combat data is not available, the use of a high resolution model
provides a degree of confidence in one's conclusions. There are, however,
certain disadvantages with the exclusive use of such a model; these can
be summarized by several common full-scale model characteristics. Such
models tend to:
* be extremely costly to operate and maintain,
* lack flexibility in tailoring their use to specific problems,
* require an extremely large data base, and
* require the user to perform several replications for each set
of input parameters.
The analyst/modeler must keep in mind the fact that the primary pur-
pose of his modelling efforts is "to provide insight, not numbers" [Ref.
4]. The model is a decision aid and as such should be implemented in such
a manner as to provide insights into relationships useful to the decision
maker. The role of analysis is to augment, stimulate and assist the
decision-maker's reasoning ability and as such should not provide the
ultimate decision, but only those insights into the dynamics of the pro-
blem such that the alternative courses of action may be evaluated and
compared. In order that the results of a modelling effort be "acceptable"
to the decision maker, there must exist what may be termed "model credi-
bility." The model must provide intuitive, plausible explanations for
the numeric results generated. As stated by Geoffrion in Ref. 4:
"...purely numerical results must be supplemented by intuitively
reasonable explanations as to why these results are as they are.
Otherwise the validity of a model can only be taken as an act of
faith and the end-user will be inclined to revert to intuition
or some other more secure mode of analysis."
14

It must be emphasized that the use of such a complex model is in sup-
port of a human decision process. The decision-maker is essentially
required to make certain judgments with respect to the final system
design specifications, providing a balance between the procurement and
maintenance costs inherent in the attainment of a particular set of
(performance characteristics, and the potential benefit in system effec-
tiveness which may be realized in the combat environment. Factors which
may influence this decision process include:
* the individual's personal experiences, intuitions and preferences,
*
"external forces," i.e. organizational constraints,
* analytic results tempered by practical judgment.
It is this third source of information which is provided by the high
resolution combat simulation modelling effort. Although it should not
be inferred that a combat model can generate an accurate point estimate
of a system's actual combat effectiveness in a particular scenario, it
can provide the decision-maker with a tool which will provide him certain
mental cues regarding "gross" differences in effectiveness between various
alternative input cases.
Due to the uncertainty in forecasting future operational environ-
ments, it is desirable to evaluate the full range of possible effects
of a decision by exercising the model over extensive variations in the
assumed input parameters. Within each of the four categories of input
(see Figure 2) there existscertain ranges over which the input elements
of that category may vary. There exist, therefore, numerous feasible
model input combinations which conceivably affect the decision criteria.
This requirement for detailed sensitivity analysis indicates a need for































































































B. THE USE OF AN AUXILIARY MODEL IN THE EVALUATION OF SYSTEM
EFFECTIVENESS: A MODELLING STRATEGY
The intent of this thesis is to illustrate a methodology which might be
applied to such broad based modelling problems as design evaluation. The
approach is to develop a specifically tailored simplified model which may
Be readily exercised over the total realm of input possibilities to assist
the analyst in developing certain insights into the behavior of the full-
scale model (see [Ref. 4] and [Ref. 11]). Since the results of any simu-
lation are driven by the input parameters, the objective of using this
simplified auxiliary model is to be able to process the numerous combina-
tions of input parameters and identify that subset of these combinations
which requires further investigation. It is the desire to reduce the en-
tire feasible input region into a manageable number of cases, that is,
the auxiliary model is implemented as a mechanism to assist in establish-
ing the initial input case structures which are to be more thoroughly
evaluated by means of a large high-resolution simulation. A generalized
version of the procedure consists of the following four steps:
* Formulate a simplified auxiliary model, specifically designed
to address the primary study objective, simplifying the other
peripheral issues as much as possible. Maintain as required the
essence of the full-scale model by the use of generalized input
parameters defined over certain feasible regions.
* Calibrate the auxiliary model by comparing its results against
full-scale model results over a selected set of input parameters
representative of the "typical" case.
Fully exercise the auxiliary model over the entire range of
feasible input combinations reflecting the entire realm of anti-
cipated employment and decision possibilities. From the trends
indicated by these runs, formulate tentative hypotheses about the
relationships and contributions each of the decision variables
makes toward the MOE being investigated.
17

* Test these hypotheses on the full-scale simulation model. If
major discrepancies exist, attempt to determine the underlying
explanation. Modify or recalibrate the simplified model as
required.
The remainder of this thesis will be devoted to an application of this
proposed methodology in the evaluation of proposed designs for the LVA
(Landing Vehicle Assault), a high-speed amphibious vehicle currently under
development for the United States Marine Corps. The LVA concept provides
the means by which various aspects of this modelling strategy are to be
illustrated. In addition to an evaluation of the LVA's effectiveness
as it relates to specific design specification, the model will also be
applied to the assessment of alternative tactical employment concepts.
The interrelationships that exist between the physical design and the
tactical employment considerations will be examined in detail. The next




II. LVA ILLUSTRATION: APPLICATION BACKGROUND
This section shall briefly present certain background information
with respect to the proposed LVA vehicle design problem with which the
auxiliary modeling methodology will be illustrated. It will also state
certain qualifying assumptions which were made in the analysis of this
vehicle.
A. LVA CONCEPTUALIZATION
Requirements studies have indicated that in future amphibious opera-
tions, due to the increased lethality of anti-ship missiles and long-
range artillery, it will be necessary to increase the Amphibious Task Force
(ATF) standoff distance to approximately 25 miles from shore in order to
reduce the vulnerability of the amphibious shipping against this anticipated
threat. The projection of power ashore by both vertical and surface means
is expected to remain the concept of operations during this time period.
It seems to be necessary therefore to develop an amphibious craft capable
of 25MPH in order to transit the much longer distance without significantly
increasing troop exposure during the waterborne phase of the operation.
By imposing a minimum of 25 mile standoff from shore, the following
tactical advantages may also be realized:
* It causes a significant expansion in the shoreline threatened by
the ATF.
* It conceals more effectively the actual landing sites.
* It complicates the emplacement of shore defenses.
* It permits more maneuver area and thus greater flexibility in the
sea operations of the ATF.
19

These advantages may be achieved by developing an amphibious vehicle
(LVA J similar in its operating characteristics ashore to those of the
present LVTP-7 but with the added requirement that the LVA be capable of
water speeds in excess of 25 miles per hour. The following are the
general design specifications anticipated for the LVA as specified in
Ref. 3:
LVA REQUIREMENTS
Water Speed 25-40 MPH (11-18 meters/sec)
Land Speed 40-55 MPH (18-25 meters/sec)
Water Range 75 Mi. 120 Km
Land Range 250 Mi
.
400 Km
Length 33 Ft. (max.
)
(8.75 M)
Width 11 Ft. (max.) (2.9 M)
Height 11 Ft. (max.) (2.9 M)
Troop Capacity 25-30
Cargo Capacity 8000 lbs.
For the purposes of this thesis certain assumptions are to be made
with respect to the LVA design. Many proposals have been made regarding
the means of achieving the required water speed, however, the current
indications are that a planing hull will be used to meet this require-
ment. It is to be assumed that the LVA to be evaluated is of the planing




An operating mode for the LVA in which the craft
is traveling at a water speed high enough (SPDMAX)
to sustain a planing configuration (HTMAX).
See Figure 3.
An operating mode for the LVA in which the craft is
traveling at such a low rate of speed (SPDMIN) that the
vehicle is not capable of maintaining the planing con-
figuration. In the displacement mode the LVA will ride
low in the water similar to the conventional LVTP-7.
The exposed height in this mode is HTMIN. It is noted
that the LVA must be in this particular mode prior to










FIGURE ( 3 ): LVA WATERBORNE CONFIGURATIONS
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The scope of this application of the auxiliary modelling methodology
is to be restricted to the waterborne phase of the LVA's employment.
This modelling effort will not address the desired capabilities of the
vehicle ashore.
B. LVA EMPLOYMENT; CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
For the purposes of this study, certain broad assumptions have been
made as to the exact method of employment for the LVA in the ship-to-
shore phase of an amphibious assault. It is envisioned that for command
and control purposes as well as mine clearing operations there will exist
LVA approach lanes as shown in Figure 4 along which columns of craft will
transit the 25 mile distance to shore from the amphibious shipping. It
is assumed that there will exist some form of maneuver area within which the
columns of LVA form into the conventional landing formation composed of
waves of landing craft as prescribed by current doctrine.
The fundamental assumption is that the formation of incoming waves is
to be accomplished at a distance offshore which is greater than the
effective range of the direct-fire weapon systems which it shall be as-
sumed dominate the primary anti-LVA threat. Although it is to be expected
that LVA may be attrited during this seaward portion of the ship-to-shore
movement, it is assumed that the critical exposure period will be that
portion of the waterborne approach from when the first incoming wave is
approximately 5000 meters offshore up to and including the arrival ashore
of the last assault wave. It is therefore this portion of the operation
which is to be analyzed. Further embellishments to the model could cer-













FIGURE ( 4 ) : LVA CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS SHIP-TO-SHORE
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In simplifying the movement of LVA ashore, two tactical decision
variables are utilized.
1. TBW
The Landing Force Commander must decide upon the time interval
between successive waves of incoming craft arriving at the beach. TBW
is the decision variable for the Time Between Waves. As TBW is shortened,
coordination problems resulting in confusion at the beach will arise since
there is not sufficient time for each wave to move inland prior to the
next wave's arrival. This consideration must be balanced against the
desire for an initial rapid build-up of offensive power ashore.
2. RD
As each wave of LVA moves toward the shoreline in the planing
mode, there must exist a coordination measure to denote that point at
which the craft are to slow to the displacement mode. Due to engineer-
ing stability requirements it is necessary that this displacement configura-
tion be achieved prior to crossing the surfline. Once the craft has
slowed down, the operator also must lower the vehicle tracks in prepara-
tion for land movement. At this point it shall be assumed that as each
wave passes an imaginary line RD_ meters off the shoreline, each LVA in
that wave will commence the transition from planing to displacement modes.
Successive waves likewise upon crossing this RD coordination line will
initiate their transition. This process shall be termed a sequential
wave transition since each of the assault waves sequentially perform the
mode transition. See Figure 5 for a graphic portrayal of the tactical
employment criteria.
It is noted that in this figure and in the remainder of the thesis















FIGURE (5): TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT PARAMETERS - SEQUENTIAL TRANSITION
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C. LVA ILLUSTRATION: AUXILIARY MODEL USAGE
In applying the methodology proposed in the first chapter to the de-
sign specifications regarding the LVA, the initial step is to identify a
suitable measure of effectiveness (MOE) by which alternative proposed de-
signs might be compared. In this thesis it was decided that the survivabi-
lity of the craft was the underlying determinant in performing its mission.
Since the purpose of the vehicle in the waterborne phase is the transport
of men and equipment from the ATF to the beach, the total number of sur=
yiving craft arriving ashore (given the same initial number of craft de-
parting the amphibious shipping) is therefore chosen as the MOE.
As indicated by the proposed approach, it is the intent to develop a
simplified model specifically tailored to addressing the decision criteria
of importance to this problem. The remainder of this section shall briefly
delineate the scope of the auxiliary model and formally state the decision
variables to be used.
1 . Model Considerations
It is an implicit assumption throughout this application that in
future amphibious operations the attrition of incoming landing craft shall
be dominated by the effects of shore defense direct-fire weapon systems,
specifically, modified versions of current tank and anti-tank guided mis-
sile (ATGM) assets. The primary modelling effort within the auxiliary
model itself is therefore based upon this assumption. It is noted that the
model essentially omits the effects of the defensive indirect fire capabil-
ities. The seriousness of this omission would be determined by comparing
auxiliary model results with those of the full-scale simulation model.
26

A secondary consideration which it is felt cannot be ignored is the
effect of the ATF's fire support assets against the shore defenses. In
developing the auxiliary model the intent is to capture the effect of this
peripheral issue without actually implementing the level of detail contained
in a high-resolution simulation. It is reiterated that the simplified model
to be developed here is a tool to be used in conjunction with a high level
combat simulation; it is not intended as a replacement for such a full-
scale model
.
A final peripheral issue which must be considered is the attrition ef-
fects made on the defensive forces by the initial waves arriving ashore.
Again it is felt that this aspect of the problem cannot be ignored but also
does not require the level of complexity which it would receive within a
high-resolution model.
2. Model Objectives
In the development of a new amphibious vehicle, two basic inter-
related issues must be resolved: the design specifications and the employ-
ment criteria. These two problems lend themselves to the application of
this proposed modelling approach. Table I lists the basic decision variables
in both these categories which are of interest. The next chapter will de-
scribe the basic logic contained in the LVA auxiliary model and will explain
the simplifications which were instituted in the course of the model's de-
velopment. The underlying motivation behind the structure of the model is
a desire to focus upon the primary consideration (the direct-fire weapon
versus LVA interrelationship), while aggregating the effects of the other
peripheral issues. The validity of a model is contained in its ability to
accurately reflect the interactions among the decision variables. It is the
desire to develop a model which encompasses such interactions without re-
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III. AUXILIARY MODEL DOCUMENTATION SUMMARY
This chapter contains a description of the basic qualities and
logical interrelationships incorporated in the actual model. For com-
plete documentation the reader is referred to the flowchart in Appen-
dix C and to the documented source listing.
A. MODEL FUNCTIONAL FORM
In formulating this model a fundamental self-imposed limitation
was the anticipated execution time. The level of modelling sophisti-
cation was purposely constrained so as to keep the execution time (CPU)
less than ten seconds (IBM 360/67) per set of parameters. This was done
in order that extensive sensitivity analysis would be possible. The
model finally developed incorporates several substantial simplifications
over a full-scale combat simulation; the most significant of these is
that the model handles unit attrition in a deterministic fashion. The
primary advantage achieved by the use of such a deterministic model is
the ability to generate in a single execution of the model an "average"
LVA survivor outcome for a particular input case in contrast with the
multiple replications required if a stochastic model were used. It
should be noted that although the decision was made not to develop a
stochastic model, the LVA auxiliary model developed here does require
most of the same input data that a Monte-Carlo combat simulation would.
The primary modelling simplifications arise from the approximation of
discrete force sizes by continuous variables. This is in contrast with
the discrete event/discrete entity approach used within a stochastic
29

simulation. Since the model's primary function is in establishing
the dynamics involved in the employment of a proposed LVA craft, that is,
the basic interrelationships that exist between the various decision cri-
teria, the decision was made to utilize a deterministic analysis.
The classical LANCHESTER hypothesis for aimed fire attrition ("modern
conditions") is that the casualty rate of a unit is proportional to the
'size" of the opposing force. If unit "A" is being engaged by "D", this




betada * D •
The proportionality constant BETA™ is called the Lanchester attrition
rate coefficient. It is assumed that this functional relationship holds
for each (firing unit, target unit) pairing over a small time interval
dt. The ability of a differential combat model to accurately reflect
the inherent complexities of the combat environment is determined by
the level of sophistication associated with the computation of each of
the attrition rate coefficients within each time interval. The credibi-
lity of the model is determined by the manner in which the model trans-
forms the performance characteristic data with the tactical and physical
configurations for each of the combat units to generate the numerous
attrition rate coefficients.
Although more complicated models exist (the reader is referred to
the work of Taylor in Refs. 11 and 12), it was decided to express these
coefficients as the product of the rate of fire (ROF) and the kill










The subscript DA refers to the tactical relationship of "D" engaging
"A". The strength of the model rests in its ability to express P(K) DA
and ROFnn as functions of the physical combat environment each pair of
units being modeled are face with as the simulated operation progresses
each time interval. The bulk of the modelling effort is involved in
the computation of these instantaneous attrition coefficient factors re-
flecting the tactical situation at each instant of time. Numerical meth-
ods must be used to generate combat results because of the well-known
analytical intractability of variable-coefficient differential -equation
models.
The remainder of this chapter describes in detail the logical process
by which each of these variable factors is determined for each weapon-
target pair.
B. FORCE STRUCTURE
This model aggregates the various actual combat organizations in-
volved in the waterborne phase of the amphibious operation into several
homogeneous combat units. Each of these units is characterized by cer-
tain offensive and defensive capabilities in comparison to each of the
other units.
The following table illustrates the combat organizations which were
explicitly modeled. The combat strength of each unit was represented by
the state variables indicated. An exact interpretation of these strength




Shore Defenses - TANK assets
Shore Defenses - ATGM assets
Incoming assault waves of LVA
representing waves 1 through 5
A cumulative- combat force comprised
of those Marine ground units which
have arrived at the beach and have
debarked the LVA





WV(I) I = 1,2,3,4,5
TLF
ATFFS
The initial strength in each of the above force units is input data to
the model. This permits the user to investigate alternative wave com-
position options and also various defensive scenarios without modifica-
tions to the model logic. The tactical interrelationships which exist
between the nine combat units within the force structure are illustrated
in Figure 6.
C. SHORE DEFENSES CONCEPTUALIZATION
The defensive scenario postulated for the purposes of this model in-
cludes a force comprised of tanks (DT) and anti-tank guided missiles
(DS). Both the tank unit and the ATGM unit are assumed to be emplaced
approximately 75 meters inland of the waterline at an elevation of ap-
proximately 5-10 meters. The model does not explicitly maneuver or
emplace individual tanks or ATGM systems within each unit as a high-
resolution simulation would but aggregates the cumulative effects of the

















The state variables DT and DS represent the total unit "strengths"
in each of these defensive weapon categories. The term unit strength may
be best explained by means of the following example. DT = 3 indicates
that within the shore defenses there exists a unit of tanks having a total
combat effectiveness equivalent to 3 continuously firing individual weap-
on systems. A similar interpretation is applicable to the state variable DS.
2. Defensive Fire Allocation
It was assumed that each of the two categories of direct-fire
weapons would engage targets (incoming LVA) according to a pre-assault
determined tactical scheme. The defensive "plan" was parameterized as
follows:
Each weapon category was assigned an engagement window as illus-
trated in Figure 7. Only those LVA located within this range window
could be fired upon by the shore defenses. The windows are designated
by the following input parameters:
TANK ATGM
MAXIMUM ENGAGEMENT RANGE TENGMX SENGMX
MINIMUM ENGAGEMENT RANGE TENGMN SENGMN
Additional defensive tactical criteria are implemented into the
model logic by adherence to the following rules:
* A defensive weapon only engages the two closest incoming
waves if more than two waves of LVA are at any time located
within the weapon's engagement window.
* If only one wave of LVA is present in a weapon's engagement
window, defensive fires of that particular weapon type will









FIGURE (7): DEFENSIVE ENGAGEMENT WINDOW PARAMETERS
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* If two waves of LVA are both contained within the engagement
window, defensive fires of that particular weapon type will
be distributed according to a tactical allocation submodel.
A weighting factor (DEFWT) is utilized in establishing the
proportion of the total weapon strength to be allocated
against the surviving LVA's in each of the two waves. As
an example, if DEFWT(1 ) = 2 and DEFWT(2) = 1, then each sur-
viving LVA in the closer of the two incoming waves would be
allocated twice as much fire as surviving LVA in the seaward
wave. For the purposes of this example, if waves 3 and 4
were both located within the tank engagement window, then the




where WV(3) is the state variable for the current number of
survivors in wave 3.
3. Attrition Rate Coefficient Computation
It has been stated that the primary modeling devise is the Lan-
chester attrition rate coefficient. Such a coefficient exists for each








DS-WV(I) * P(K) DS-WV(I) 1=1,2,3,4,5 .
The rate of fire (ROF) factor conveniently serves as a switch mechanism
by implementing the functional relationship:
R0F
D _WV (d = if WV(I) is located outside the
— engagement window
1 if WV(I) is located within the
TBF engagement window
,
where TBF (Time Between Fi rings) can be evaluated by
TBF = AIM-RELOAD TIME + TARGET RANGE
TARGET SPEED + PROJECTILE VELOCITY
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The relatively slow projectile velocities representative of anticipated
ATGM assets in the future does cause such velocities to become significant
in this computation.
The second factor in determining each attrition rate coefficient
is the probability of a vehicle "kill" per round: P(K). It is assumed
that a hit by a large caliber projectile would constitute a "kill" in that
it would most likely inflict serious enough damage toeither sink the LVA
or render the craft immobile and hence eliminate it from contributing
to the build-up of forces ashore. A second assumption is that the two
defensive weapon systems addressed would exhibit normal, uncorrected
horizontal and vertical errors. Typical dispersion data, both mean and
standard deviation, for the tank and ATGM weapons is required as input
data for the hit probability computations. Figure 8 and 9 illustrate
the hit probability versus range characteristics for the representative
tank and ATGM data hypothesized for this application. It may be observed
that the configuration of the LVA (planing or displacement mode) is a
predominant factor in the vulnerability of the craft to direct fire.
The suppressive effects of incoming fire upon each of the defen-
sive units was considered a significant factor with respect to its effect
upon the survivability of the incoming assault waves of LVA. It was
assumed that this suppressive effect would significantly reduce a unit's
rate of fire and also increase the error standard deviation. The model-
ling of these suppressive effects is accomplished by the assignment of
a relative suppression factor (SUPFAC) in the interval [1,2] for both
the tank and ATGM units. This factor is determined subject to the













































































































































SUPFAC = 1 No incoming fires, i.e. the defensive unit
casualty rate is zero.
SUPFAC = 2 Maximum incoming fires i.e. the defensive
unit casualty rate is comparable to that
realized upon full allocation of the ATF fire
support assets.
It was assumed that the aim-reload time (ARTM) would be increased
by approximately 50% under the conditions represented by a SUPFAC of 2.0.





* (0.5 + SUPFAC)
It is additionally assumed that up to a 100% increase in the error standard





The consequences of this percentage increase in error standard deviation
is illustrated for both defensive weapon systems in Figures 10 and 11.
4. Defensive Breakpoint
It is assumed that if during the course of the amphibious opera-
tion the defensive forces suffer a cumulative loss in excess of 70% of
their initial force strength, the remaining shore defenses will with-






























































D. LVA ASSAULT WAVE CONCEPTUALIZATION
The auxiliary model is programmed to handle up to five incoming
waves of LVA. The initial composition of each of these waves is input
by the user by means of the variable WVINT. There are no limitations




Model functions RNG.HT and SPD are called upon within the model
logic to generate the range, height and speed respectively for each
assault wave as time is incremented throughout the course of the amphibi-
ous operation. The input tactical employment parameters TBW and RD in
conjunction with the physical design parameters SPDMAX, SPDMIN, HTMAX,
HTMIN for the LVA being evaluated uniquely determines the exact range
offshore and vehicle configuration (planing/displacement) for each of the
five waves. This information is then implemented in the rate of fire
and hit probability calculations.
2. Ground Forces Ashore
As each assault wave arrives at the beach, the total surviving
strength of that wave is transferred to the state variable TLF (Total
Landed Force). TLF represents a ground combat force equal to that trans-
ported by the number of LVA survivors having arrived ashore. Once estab-
lished, TLF engages the two defensive units allocating its fires between
the two defensive weapon categories in the same proportion as the number
of surviving tanks and ATGM's, that is
TLF
rvr





T| P a 2§ * Tl FILr
DS DT + DS
ILr
The casualty rates applied against the DT and DS state survivor






HIT " - WE™TLF-DT * TLFDT
ST = - WBETATI_F-DS * TLFDS
The computation of these WBETA coefficients is not performed
within the model utilizing the detailed rate of fire and P(HIT) arguments
described previously. Since the defensive losses are significant but
not a primal issue in the auxiliary model, a high level of complexity is
not necessary nor desirable with respect to this particular aspect of the
operation. By curve fitting these equations to casualty curves realized
in a full-scale model calibration run, generalized input parameters are
obtained for these two coefficients. Thus, the sophistication of the
auxiliary model with respect to this potentially complex modelling situa-
tion is kept to a minimum.
E. ATF FIRE SUPPORT CONCEPTUALIZATION
The impact of the Amphibious Task Force's fire support assets contri-
butes significantly to the combat effectiveness of the shore defense
units; however, this is essentially a peripheral aspect of the auxiliary
model's primary function and is capable of being modeled without resorting
to an analysis of individual sorties. By characterizing each of the two
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defensive force units by a simple "located" or "not located" attribute,
the attrition rates realized by these force units can be simplified
substantially by the following approach.
1. "Not Located" Shore Defenses
At the commencement of the model it is assumed that the defen-
sive units DT and DS are emplaced on shore at locations unknown to the
ATF. The units are then initially engaged as "not located" targets by





g!p = -(ALPHADS * ATFFS)
* DS
The terms in parentheses on the right hand side of these equa-
tions ace to be considered a generalized input parameter. The combat
effectiveness of the ATF fire support assets is also to be considered
relatively constant during this segment of combat time and thus it is
possible to synthesize these input factors by examining the attrition
losses due to area fires realized in a previous full-scale model cali-
bration run.
2. "Located" Shore Defenses
Once a particular defensive unit has initiated its engagement of
incoming waves of LVA it is considered "located." At this point it is
assumed that the ATF fire support organization will engage that defensive
unit through the use of aimed fire . Again it is assumed that the loss




W- '- "BETADT * ATFFS
W- = -BETADS * ATFFS
It is noted that the right hand sides of both these equations are to be
regarded again as synthesized factors to be calibrated from a previous
high-resolution application.
F. AUXILIARY MODEL REMARKS
It is again emphasized that in the development of the auxiliary
model the primary consideration addressed in the ship-to-shore movement.
of incoming waves of LVA was the attrition effects upon those waves due
to the two direct-fire weapon assets ashore. The model attempts to
simplify as much as possible the peripheral issues which supplement
this direct-fire weapon vs. LVA interrelationship through the use of
data generated by previous high-resolution modelling applications.
The next two chapters present two separate yet related applications
of the auxiliary model. These applications will hopefully serve to
illustrate the advantages of this proposed modelling strategy as intro-
duced in the first chapter.
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IV. MODEL APPLICATION: TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS
The auxiliary model has been used for two different types of prob-
lems. In this chapter we address the problem of how to best utilize the
LVA in a tactical sense given that the physical performance character-
istics have been relatively well defined. A second application will be
presented in the next chapter which will attempt to identify those design
parameters which contribute significantly toward mission performance.
A. INPUT PARAMETER GENERATION
In the evaluation of tactical employment alternatives, it is neces-
sary to identify those input parameter sets which are of interest to the
decision-maker.
1 . Decision Criteria
The two decision variables previously discussed which describe
the manner in which incoming waves of LVA are deployed are RD and TBW.
In addressing the sequential transition of assault waves at RD meters
offshore, a tradeoff exists: Is it better to move as quickly as possible
toward shore projecting a large target profile, or alternatively, is it
better to move at a slower rate of speed but as a much smaller target?
The hit probability curves in Figures 8 and 9 highlight this tradeoff
consideration. The time interval between the arrival of successive
waves ashore (TBW), due to the difficulties in coordinating the debark-
ing Marine ground units, must also be constrained to certain feasible
bounds. It was decided to exercise the model over the following feasible




RD: Distance offshore at which waves initiate transition.
TBW: The interarrival time between waves arriving at the beach.







The model output was specifically designed to provide the user
with sufficient information to develop insights into the operational
dynamics. From these insights, it is possible to more readily evaluate
the impact each of these 18 tactical employment alternatives has upon
the survivability of a proposed LVA design.
2. Scenario Development
In comparing these alternative tactical schemes it was decided
that this evaluation should be performed with regard to several combat
environments reflecting the realm of possibilities against which this
tactic could be implemented. The combat environment was varied with respect
to the following categories:
* the composition of the shore defenses,
* the capabilities of the ATF fire support assets,
* the capabilities of the ground units ashore, and
* specific LVA prototype variants.
The entire auxiliary modelling methodology is structured in order
to be capable of performing this detail of sensitivity analysis. By ex-
plicitly evaluating the decision criteria against the numerous feasible
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environments, it is possible to determine not only what is a "preferred"
tactic against a single particular scenario but also to evaluate the
relative stability of that tactic against a broad range of scenario
variations.
a. Shore Defenses
Three variations in the initial strengths ofthe two defen-
sive weapon categories were implemented in this analysis. The combina-
tions were chosen so that it would be possible to determine if the pre-
ferred tactical alternative as defined by the variables TBW and RD was
a function of the defensive force mix. The radically different effective
engagement ranges of the tank and ATGM systems provide a means by which
it can be determined if the preferred RD is dependent upon the engagement
ranges of the beach defenses. The three force mixes (I, II and III) are
defined below.





In implementing these three force combinations it was desired to elim-
inate as much as possible the "scenario dependent result."
b. ATFFS/TLF Capabilities
The effects of the ATF's fire support on the shore defenses
was aggregated, through the use of data reduction techniques, into several
generalized input parameters. A similar methodology was used with respect
to the effect of ground engagements between the Marine forces ashore and the
two defensive units. In this application two levels of ATFFS/TLF capabili-
ty were assumed which reflect both an optimistic and a pessimistic viewpoint
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as to the real effectiveness which would be realized in these facets of
an amphibious operation. The coefficients for these two levels of ef-
fectiveness are specified in Table II.
c. LVA Prototypes/Wave Composition
Table III lists the design characteristics for two hypo-
thetical LVA prototype vehicles. Similar specifications for the current
LVTP-7 are also given. The essential difference between LVAX1 and LVAX2
is that the LVAXl travels more quickly in the displacement mode while
the LVAX2 design is significantly faster in the planing mode.
For all three vehicles it is assumed that the assault waves
would be composed of the following numbers of craft per wave:











In applying the auxiliary model to the evaluation of alternative
(RD,TBW) combinations, the sensitivity analysis envisioned included
the following numbers of feasible parameter sets within each of the






















This yields a total of 216 replications of the model . It can be seen
that the total number of model runs increases rapidly during the course
of a detailed sensitivity analysis, which may serve to be indicative
of the difficulties encountered in utilizing only a high-resolution
stochastic simulation in this type of analysis.
TABLE II. ATFFS/TLF COEFFICIENT LEVELS
GENERALIZED INPUT ATTRITION
RATE COEFFICIENTS
ATFFS/TLF LEVEL OF EFFECTIVENESS
OPTIMISTIC PESSIMISTIC































TABLE III: HYPOTHESIZED LVA PROTOTYPE SPECIFICATIONS
DESIGN SPEC. LVAX1 LVAX2 LVTP-7
SPDMAX 12.0 M/SEC 16.0 M/SEC 3.57 M/SEC
SPDMIN 5.0 3.7
HTMAX 1.676 M 1.676 M 0.83 M
HTMIN 0.635 0.635
WID 3.353 M 3.353 M 3.25 M
TTS 10. SEC 30. SEC
The auxiliary model by design provides a flexibility to the user in its




C. INITIAL MODEL RESULTS
The initial approach in evaluating the employment criteria problem
was the generation of a single data point for each of these 216 possible
input parameter sets. That single number was the MOE defined for the
application: the total number of surviving LVA arriving ashore, desig-
nated by the variable TSURV. Appendix A contains a complete compilation
of these survivor populations. This section shall analyze in detail
those results pertaining to the defensive force mix initially comprised
of the state variable combinations DT = 3 and DS = 1 . The complete
set of data indicated that the tank system appeared to dominate the
attrition of incoming LVA. The (DT=3;DS=1) force mix therefore may be
considered to represent a "worst case" situation with respect to the
other scenarios.
Figures 12 through 14 illustrate certain trends with regard to the
two tactical decision variables. Each plotting symbol represents a
replication of the auxiliary model with the particular (RD,TBW) combina-
tion indicated. From these survivor plots the following observations
have been made:
* The runs applied against defensive force mixes II and III tended
to result in relatively stable tactical employment. The term
stable indicates a tendency for the MOE to remain relatively
constant over a broad range of independent parameters, i.e. RD
and TBW. In these runs there did exist a tendency for the total
number of LVA survivors (TSURV) to increase slightly as the
slowdown distance was moved farther out from shore.
* The runs applied against defensive force mix I (Tank heavy)
appeared to exhibit the most radical variations with respect
to the two tactical employment criteria. This observation
can be made with respect to both the LVAX1 and LVAX2 designs.
The general trends against this mix include:
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1. a relatively stable survivor outcome for RD transitions
initiated from 2000 to 3000 meters offshore,
2. a general increase in TSURV as TBW is decreased from 240
seconds down to 120 seconds between successive waves ar-
riving ashore,
3. both vehicles demonstrate a high degree of sensitivity
to the RD parameter in the 500 to 1500 meter range
(generally TSURV is significantly less at RD = 1000 than at
RD greater than 1500),
4. LVAX2 tends to exhibit a substantial increase in survivabi-
lity when RD is as close to shore as possible (RD=500M).
Both LVA prototype designs indicate similar trends with regard
to the tactical criteria, differences being in relative magni-
























































































































Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the results obtained by utilizing a
lower level of effectiveness for the ATFFS/TLF units. In contrast with
Figures 12 and 14 it may be seen that the same general pattern exists
between the MOE and the (RD.TBW) combinations. The magnitude difference
in the final model outcome reflects the differences in fire support
capability between the two sets of data.
To provide a basis of comparison for the relative magnitudes of the
final survivor outcomes, the auxiliary model was also executed with the
performance characteristics of the LVTP-7. These results are listed in
Table IV. It can be seen that both LVA prototype designs generated
significant increases over the LVTP-7 in the desired MOE when employed
with a "preferred" tactic. It should be noted however that when evalu-
ated under certain tactical employment options, the LVA was not as ef-
fective as the current LVTP-7. It is with regard to this type of com-
parison that the ability to perform extensive sensitivity analysis with
respect to the various input parameters is essential. If such variations
in the input criteria are not readily performed, the analyst is required
to assume what constitutes a "good" tactical employment of the proposed
design. The serious implications of such a tactical assumption have
























































































TABLE IV: AUXILIARY MODEL RESULTS - LVTP-7
CASE ICOEF =1
DT = 3 DS = 1
TBW = 120. 14.99
TBW » 180. 16.52
TBW = 240. 13.40
DT = 2 DS = 2
TBW = 120. 21.55
TBW = 180. 21.39
TBW = 240, 19.47
DT = 1 DS = 3
TBW = 120. 26.18
TBW = 180. 25.89













D. SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION - DETAILED ANALYSIS
The Initial model runs implied certain trends which seemed some-
what counterintuitive and hence required further investigation. The
model program contains an option which when implemented provides the
user with a time breakdown of the state variable status and also the
attrition rate being applied to each unit. Through the use of this
model generated information, it was possible to formulate certain plausi-
ble explanations as to why the model behaved as it did. To perform the
analysis, certain input parameter cases were defined which demonstrated
widely variant initial results. The following cases represent a cross-
section of the parameter sets investigated.
SEQUENTIAL TRANSITION: CASE DEFINITIONS
CASE PROTOTYPE ICOEF DEF.MIX RD TBW TSURV
A LVAX1 1 I 3000. 120. 28.13
B LVAX1 1 I 1000. 240. 0.
C LVAX2 1 I 1500. 240. 11.33
D LVAX2 1 I 500. 240. 30.31
The time breakdown data generated by the auxiliary model for these
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Certain significant factors which influence the final model out-
come were determined in the analysis of these time breakdowns. The
following general trends exist:
* A rapid initial buildup of TLF results in a steep decline in the
strength of the defensive units. This rapid buildup is precipi-
tated by a relatively high percentage of survivors in the first
LVA assault wave ashore.
* The cases which resulted in low final survivor outcomes were
characterized by high attrition losses in the first LVA
assault wave. The results indicated that the survivor rate in
the first wave was the crucial factor in total survivor results.
* The degree of attrition loss to an incoming wave is dependent
upon two factors:
1. time within a defensive weapon engagement window, and
2. the existance of multiple waves within an engagement
window forcing a splitting of fires between the waves.
In comparing LVAX1 CASE A (yielding a high TSURV) to CASE B (yielding
a low TSURV) several possible explanations were formulated as to the
underlying reason for the differences in final outcome. The high losses
suffered in CASE B seem to be characterized by disjoint firing brackets,
these brackets being the shaded areas in Figure 20. Each wave is ini-
tially engaged immediately upon entering the engagement window and re-
ceives the full impact of that defensive capability until it leaves the
window, i.e. there is no allocation of fire between multiple waves. Al-
ternatively, in CASE A the firing brackets overlap to such an extent
that both defensive units are constantly splitting their fire between
two waves. Waves 3 and 4, in this case due to their physical relation-
ship with the first two waves, are well into the engagement windows be-
fore receiving any fire at all. This can be seen by observing in Figure
18 the short engagement times the last two waves are exposed to in com-
parison with the first two waves. The high proportion of engagement
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overlap is also evident. In effect, CASE A exemplifies the capability
of the incoming assault waves to saturate the shore defenses . It there-
fore becomesthe objective of tactical employment to capitalize on this
saturation phenomenon.
The high planing speeds of the LVAX2 design provides another option
to be considered in the minimizing of LVA losses. Figure 24 for CASE
D demonstrates the case where the high speed of the vehicle through
the engagement window more than compensates for the detrimental effects
of disjoint firing brackets. Although in this case there is no alloca-
tion of fires between multiple waves, the time under fire per wave is
extremely short resulting in low attrition losses.
The results of the detailed time breakdowns for these four cases
has provided several cues as to what distinguishes a preferred tactical
employment scheme. The two criteria which must be considered in imple-
menting a sequential wave transition plan are:
* Saturate the defensive capabilities by forming the assault
waves such that multiple waves will occupy the engagement
windows concurrently.
* Employ the LVA such that it traverses the engagement area in a
minimum amount of time, i.e. minimize time under fire.
Upon examining these two factors, it was discovered that an employ-
ment pattern did exist which might both minimize the time under fire and
require a splitting of the defensive fires . I have termed this tactic
simultaneous wave transition.
E. SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITION
In an attempt to minimize the losses incurred by the assault waves




SIMULTANEOUS TRANSITION: Waves of assault craft are formed in the
maneuver area at a specified intra-wave
distance. When the first wave reaches
the RD coordination line, all waves of
LVA initiate their transition from the
planing mode to the displacement mode
simultaneously. Figure 25 illustrates
this concept.
In order to maintain the interarrival time between waves reaching
the beach at TBW, the waves are preset prior to the onset of this model
at the distance TBW * SPDMIN apart. The assault waves maintain this
distance both before and after transition.
The original results obtained for this developed tactic were based
on the four case studies used in the previous time breakdown analysis.
The final model outcomes were encouraging.






































While CASES A and D resulted in essentially the same LVA survivor
populations, there was a significant increase in the survivability of the
LVA in CASES B and C when employed in the simultaneous mode. Again, for
the purposes of developing an explanation into why these results occurred,
time breakdown data was generated. Figures 26 and 27 provide the same
graphical representation of the timed data as used in the sequential
transition version of case study B. Several observations can be made:
* There is a significant increase in the number of surviving LVA
in the first assault wave arriving ashore. This first wave's
arrival ashore initiates the rapid decline in defensive force
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* The first assault wave is exposed to hostile fire for a rela-
tively short period of time. This, augmented by the fact that the
second wave enters the defensive weapon's engagement range prior
to the first wave departing it, accomplishes for the critical
first wave the desired criteria W:
1. minimizing exposure time, and
2. saturating the engagement windows with multiple waves.
* The spacial relationships involved require the second through
fourth assault waves to be exposed to defensive fires for longer
periods of time than the first wave is. This effect is compen-
sated for by the weakened posture of the defensive units precipi-
tated by the increase in TLF capability.
The time breakdown data emphasizes the intuitive notion that the
initial landing wave is critical to mission accomplishment. If a signifi-
cant number of LVA in that first assault wave survive, the combat strength
they contain can be immediately allocated to the defensive units. This
reduction in defensive capability substantially diminishes the attrition
of incoming LVA.
Appendix A contains the TSURV results for the 216 original input para-
meter sets utilizing a simultaneous transition employment scheme. Figures
28 and 29 provide a representative sampling of this data base. It is noted
that the survivor results tend to exhibit greater stability over the 18
(RD.TBW) combinations, that is, there does not exist a wide variance in
survivor outcome as the slowdown distance RD is moved toward shore as was
evident in the sequential runs. From a practical viewpoint this provides
a greater measure of tactical flexibility. Several additional trends
were dictated by the data generated for the simultaneous mode.
* The data indicates a tendency for the number of survivors of
the LVAX2 design to increase as the RD coordination line is
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* The LVAX1 design demonstrated a decrease in survivability when
employed with a large TBW parameter. This is due to the slower
speed of this design. At shorter interarrival times between
waves at the beach there exists considerably more firing bracket
overlap than when this interarrival time is increased to 240
seconds. This is due to the fact that the intrawave distance
is also increased to 240.*SPDMIN, causing a significant decrease




In order to investigate the large number of "feasible combat environ-
ments in which the LVA might be employed, 435 replications of the auxili-
ary model were performed in this application. From the model results
several insights into the dynamics involved in an amphibious operation
were developed. Specific hypotheses were formulated which should be
tested by utilizing a high-resolution combat simulation. These hypotheses
include:
* Two primary employment schemes exist with respect to the deploy-
ment of assault waves of LVA in the waterborne phase of an
amphibious operation:
1. Sequential Wave Transition
2. Simultaneous Wave Transition
* The use of simultaneous wave transition provides a greater sta-
bility in the resultant number of LVA survivors over a broad
range of (RD,TBW) combinations than does the sequential scheme.
* In the simultaneous transition tactic, TSURV tends to increase as:
1. RD is decreased to 500 meters, and as
2. TBW is decreased to 120 seconds.
* With regard to the survivor criteria, the simultaneous transition
tactic generally results in better performance than the sequen-




V. MODEL APPLICATION: DESIGN SPECIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS
In the examination of the various tactical employment options it was
discovered that if the speed of an LVA in the planing mode was substan-
tially higher than the minimum requirement of 25 MPH, a single wave was
capable of traversing both defensive weapon engagement windows quickly
enough to sustain significantly less attrition than when using the same
tactic With a slower vehicle. This is an example of the situation the
designer is faced with when attempting to specify the various physical
performance characteristics of a new system such as the LVA. Is the in-
crease in production costs justified by a commensurate increase in the
ability of the system to accomplish its intended mission?
Another similar sort of problem has been stated previously. Is it
best to traverse the engagement area quickly presenting a large target
profile or alternatively, is it best to cross the engagement area more
slowly but in the process expose a much smaller target area? This
question also directly relates to certain design parameter tradeoffs
which must be made by the system designer.
This section describes an application of the LVA auxiliary model
to the evaluation of selected physical performance characteristics. It
is assumed that theLVA at the time of this application is still in the
conceptual stages of its development.
A. TIME UNDER FIRE/TARGET PROFILE TRADEOFFS
The strategy used with regard to this design question was substan-
tially different than that utilized in the tactical employment application.
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In order to develop an intuitive base for the dynamics of the problem,
the scope of the modelling effort was initially reduced to investigating
the relationship that existed between the height and speed characteristics
of an LVA to that vehicle's vulnerability to direct-fire while travers-
ing an engagement window. This was accomplished for each of the defensive
weapon systems.
The auxiliary model was initially executed with a single wave com-
prised of essentially an infinite number of LVA. For the purposes of
these initial runs, the height and speed of the incoming wave was con-
sidered fixed, that is, there was no transition from a planing to a dis-
placement mode. The initial defensive force units were set at DT = 5.0
and DS = 5.0 at the start of each run. For each set of design specifi-
cations the total number of incoming LVA attrited by the tank and by the
ATGM defensive units was recorded. The intent of this approach was to
determine the total number of target vehicles the defensive units were
capable of destroying as a single wave of LVA traversed each of the en-
gagement windows. This number of attrited LVA's was then considered an
indication of the LVA's vulnerability to that category of direct-fire
weapon. The objective then from the standpoint of LVA design was to iden-
tify that combination of feasible height and speed characteristics which
minimized this vulnerability. These results are contained in Tables V
and VI. It is noted that certain (HT,SPD) combinations were assumed to
be infeasible due to engineering constraints. For example, it is physi-
cally impossible to achieve. a high water speed while the landing craft
is submerged such that only less than a meter is exposed above the water-
line. Several rather intuitive observations may be made with respect
to these initial attrition results:
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TABLE V: VULNERABILITY ASPECTS OF LVA HEIGHT AND SPEED
AGAINST THE DEFENSIVE TANK
HEIGHT (M ETER S)
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.5 1.7 1.9
25.26 27.25 28.99 30.53

















20.03 21.60 22.98 24.20
19.25 20.68 21.94 23.04
14.53 14.98 15.33
12.26 12.60 12.87
NOT FEASIBLE 10.07 11.03 11.29
8.64 8.92 9.15
8.07 8.32 8.50
Note: Table entries represent the total number of LVA,
employed in a single incoming wave at the height
and speed characteristics indicated, that a de-
fensive TANK unit of initial strength of 5.0 is
capable of attriting. (TATTRqj)
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TABLE VI: VULNERABILITY ASPECTS OF LVA HEIGHT AND SPEED
AGAINST THE DEFENSIVE ATGM
HEIGHT (METERS)
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.5 1.7 1.9
DISP 3.5 9J5 11.27 12.74 14.16
MODE:
4.0 - 8.84 10.21 11.55 12.84
SPD (M/SEC) NOT FEASIBLE
4.5 7.69 8.88 10.05 11.16












Note: Table entries represent the total number of LVA,
employed in a single incoming wave at the height
and speed characteristics indicated, that a defen-
sive ATGM unit of initial strength of 5.0 is capable
of attriting. (TATTRDS )
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* The total number of LVA that were attrited by the defensive
tank unit (TATTR
DT )
and also by the ATGM unit (TATTR
DS ) de-
creased for any given height as the speed of the LVA increased
reflecting the reduction in time under fire.
* Both TATTRqj and TATTRnr increase for any given speed of the
LVA as the height of the LVA is increased, reflecting the in-
crease in the hit probability attained due to the larger
target profile.
* Although In these runs the two defensive force units were identi-
cal in initial strength, the defensive tank unit was capable of
attriting significantly more LVA than was the ATGM unit.
Attrition matrices similar to those contained in Tables V and VI
provide valuable tradeoff information to the designer in his choice of
appropriate (HT,SPD) specifications for each of the two operating modes.
For example, in the displacement mode the following designs would exhibit
roughly comparable vulnerabilities to the direct-fire weapon systems
modeled.




A 0.6 M 4.0 M/SEC 22.83 8.84
B 0.8 4.5 22.98 10.05
C 0.9 5.0 23.04 10.50
This information then provides a flexibility in the selection of the
final design specifications. Assuming a maximum allowable threshold for
the expected total number of LVA attrited, comparable designs might be
evaluated with respect to a second criteria such as cost.
It is noted that the magnitudes generated for TATTRpj and TATTRp^
in this preliminary approach reflect an abstract situation with regard
to what might be considered a realistic employment scheme for LVA in the
ship-to-shore movement. The value of the TATTR results is that they
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provide a convenient measure from which gross design comparisons may be
made. If a greater number of LVA of a particular (HT.SPD) combination
are attrited than with an alternative design, one can conclude that the
first design tends to be more vulnerable to the effects of the two
direct-fire defensive systems.
B. SURVIVOR MATRIX GENERATION
The auxiliary model provided an analytic tool by which performance
trends between alternative system design parameters were established. A
fundamental fallacy in the single wave preliminary approach was the fact
that the interactions between the LVA design parameters and the actual
tactical employment procedures were essentially ignored. This section
presents an extension to the preliminary approach which incorporates
these tactical interactions in the evaluation of the various design
specifications.
1 . Feasible Design Combinations
It was assumed that due to imposed engineering constraints cer-
tain specification limits had been placed on the four design variables
to be evaluated. Within these bounds several values were chosen for
each variable as listed below.
FEASIBLE LVA DESIGN PARAMETERS



























These values yielded a total of 16 displacement designs and 15 planing
designs. It was further assumed that it was possible to combine any
of the displacement designs with any of the planing designs to generate
a feasible description for an LVA prototype. There existed a total of
240 such possibilities.
2. Scenario Devel Opment
It was decided to exercise each of the feasible LVA designs with
the following tactical variations:
* TACTIC A: Simultaneous Transition, RD = 3000. TBW = 180.
* TACTIC B: Simultaneous Transition, RD = 500. TBW = 240.
The scenario against which the designs were to be evaluated was for the
purposes of this example restricted to the following input parameter set.
* DT = 3.0 DS = 1.0 IC0EF = 1 .
3. Model Results
Appendix B contains the resultant survivor matrices. The measure
of effectiveness by which the LVA designs were compared was the total number
of LVA survivors arriving ashore (given an initial wave population of
45):TSURV. In interpreting the model results the objective was to identify
significant trends which relate the four decision variables to the stated
M0E. Figures 30 and 31 illustrate the significant factors with respect
to the two tactical employment options used in the example. The shaded
bands in these figures represent the range of the results realized for
the two factors noted. Several trends are suggested by these factors:
* As might be expected, in using a tactic that has the LVA slow
down at 3000 meters offshore, the height and speed character-
istics in the displacement mode (HTMIN.SPDMIN) are the critical
design features influencing the survivor results. Similar trends
to those found in the preliminary single wave modelling effort



































































































* In using TACTIC B somewhat different explanatory design para-
meters were discovered. Of the four decision variables, the
speed in the planing mode (SPDMAX] and the height in the displace-
ment mode (HTMIN) provided the major contributions to the final
survivor outcome. The effects of these variables on TSURV also
followed the same trends as exhibited by the preliminary model
with respect to the impact of time under fire and the resultant
target profile. Specifically,
1. TSURV increases as SPDMAX increases for any given HTMIN,
and also
2. TSURV decreases as HTMIN increases for any given SPDMAX.
The primary advantage of this second approach to the design trade-
off problem 1s that the synergistic effect of the LVA speed character-
istics on both time under fire and the intra-wave distance is explicitly
modeled into the final outcome. The importance of the intra-wave distance
to the splitting of defensive fires between multiple waves has been seen
to be a factor which cannot be ignored.
C. HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION
By examining numerous replications of the auxiliary model, certain
insights were formed which were formalized into several specific hypo-
theses. These generalizations include:
* In the design of an LVA which is to be employed such that
the waves of incoming craft will simultaneously transition
from the planing mode to the displacement at a relatively close
distance from the shore, i.e. 500 meters, the primary design
specifications which determine the total survivors ashore are
SPDMAX and HTMIN. The relationship illustrated in Figure 31
indicates the general tendencies.
* In implementing a tactic that initiates the simultaneous
transition of incoming waves relatively far from the beach, the
primary design specifications which determine the total survi-
vors reaching shore are SPDMIN and HTMIN. The relationship
illustrated in Figure 30 provides an example of the general
tendencies to be expected.
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It must be recognized that the purpose of this model application
was to provide certain insights into the behavior of the system. The
objective of the auxiliary model methodology is the identification of
I certain patterns. A subsequent testing of these hypotheses would be
accomplished hy utilizing a high-resolution combat simulation followed
by actual field testing. The potential of this type of modelling effort
rests in its ability to easily provide a crude functional relationship
between the design variables and the performance measure. The synthesis





In the development of a proposed system which implements a state-
of-the-art advancement in its conceptual basis, there exists dual facets
to the conceptual problem which must be addressed simultaneously. It
1s necessary to
* establish specification limits for the primary physical
performance characteristics, and
* formalize the proposed concept of employment.
These two aspects of the developmental process are normally highly cor-
related. In the analysis of a proposed employment concept, it is neces-
sary to make certain assumptions with respect to the physical capabili-
ties of the new system, and alternatively, the determination of significant
design requirements is highly dependent on the assumed method of system
use.
A fundamental difficulty encountered in addressing this dual problem
is the tendency to generate numerous combinations of "interesting" fea-
sible input cases requiring evaluation and then in the process of this
evaluation utilize a costly, highly sophisticated, "off-the-shelf" com-
bat simulation model. Such a detailed investigation of each of the
feasible input cases requires substantially more time and resources than
are normally available for this type of analysis. In an attempt to in-
stitute a measure of modelling efficiency into this process, this thesis
has proposed an analytic procedure which attempts to identify a smaller
representative subset of the entire feasible input region for subsequent
application to a full scale model. This is accomplished by the develop-
ment of a simplified model, specifically tailored to addressing a
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particular aspect of the combat environment, which then provides the
vehicle by which the analyst may gain insights into the underlying
variable interrelationships. In order to provide an illustration of this
auxiliary modelling approach, the methodology was applied to selected
facets of the dual problem as it relates to the development of a high
speed amphibious vehicle, the LVA.
In formalizing the LVA concept, certain simplifications were insti-
tuted in order that such a simplified model might be developed. Having
assumed that the survivability characteristic of the LVA was the funda-
mental criteria by which various proposals might be compared, it was neces-
sary to structure the model to address that particular aspect of the amphi-
bious combat environment. It was assumed that the defensive direct-fire
weapon systems played the predominant role in the attrition of incoming
waves of LVA. The auxiliary model was therefore specifically designed to
provide a high level of detail with respect to the interrelationships
each of the decision variables made with regard to the attrition effects
attributable to the two defensive direct-fire assets, tank and ATGM. Peri-
pheral issues related to the primary focus of the modelling effort were
simplified by the use of generalized input parameters which in an actual
application would be generated by data reduction techniques from previous
high-resolution modelling applications.
Two specific applications have been discussed which demonstrated
various modelling approaches with regard to the dual aspects of this
system developmental process. In both examples, the auxiliary model was
utilized to evaluate a large number of alternative decision variable
combinations. The relative simplicity of the model made it economically
feasible to perform extensive sensitivity analysis and in so doing
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establish the stability of the resultant trends to various input fluc-
tuations.
A. LVA CONCEPT OF EMPLOYMENT
As originally envisioned this application of the LVA attrition
model was to encompass approximately 216 input cases reflecting various
feasible combinations of the two decision variables, RD and TBW. RD is
the distance offshore at which the Incoming waves of LVA initiate the
transition from a planing mode to a displacement mode. TBW is the time
between the arrival of incoming waves at the beach. A sequential wave
transition process was to be used by the incoming waves. A detailed sen-
sitivity analysis was performed which encompassed varying combinations
of two hypothetical LVA designs, three defensive force mixes and two
generalized levels of effectiveness for the fire support capabilities
of the Amphibious Task Force. The intent in addressing this large num-
ber of cases was to establish whether a tactical employment procedure
resulted in consistent performance, or whether there existed certain
dependencies on the various feasible scenario assumptions.
The auxiliary model, although relatively unsophisticated in nature,
has demonstrated by means of this example that a simple modeling approach
is capable of providing not only gross trends with respect to the deci-
sion parameters Involved in a problem, but also is capable of generating
sufficient information regarding the combat dynamics of the process to
cue the development of additional alternatives. The state variable and
attrition rate time breakdowns aggregated the complexities incorporated
in the ship-to-shore movement in order that the following rather intuitive
observations might be made.
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* The survivor rate for the first assault wave is a dominant
factor in determining the final LVA survivor outcome.
* The magnitude of attrition imposed upon an incoming wave is
determined by the
1. Time under fire, i.e. the time required to traverse the
defensive weapon engagement window, and
2. The existance of multiple waves within an engagement window
"forcing" the defensive unit to split his fire between the
multiple waves.
In the analysis of the model results pertaining to sequential wave
transition, various insights were gained into the general behavior of
the system. These insights highlighted certain aspects of the dynamics
which prompted the definition of an up-to-that-point unrealized alterna-
tive tactical option: SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITION. From the exten-
sive application of the simple auxiliary model to this problem, several
tentative hypotheses were formed.
* The simultaneous wave transition tactic generally results in a
larger number of surviving LVA reaching the shore than when
using the sequential wave transition tactic. This generalization
appears to hold for any set of (RD, TBW) tactical employment
parameters.
* In using simultaneous wave transition, TSURV tends to increase
as:
1. the transition is initiated closer to shore, and
2. as the time between the arrival of successive waves is
decreased.
B. LVA DESIGN APPLICATION
A second example of the use of a simplified auxiliary model has
been presented with regard to the evaluation of certain design specifi-
cations for the LVA. The model was initially implemented to derive the
interrelationships of the height and speed of an LVA traversing a direct-
fire weapon engagement window with the vulnerability of that vehicle to
the attrition effects of the tank and ATGM weapon systems. This elementary
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approach identified tradeoff guidance in the comparison of various
(HT.SPD) combinations. Attrition matrices for both the tank and the
ATGM weapon systems were created which provided specific vulnerability
I measures for each of the input design cases. From this information
it was possible to address the question: "What are the consequences
of traversing an engagement window quickly while presenting a large
target profile in comparison with traversing the same window more slowly
i
as a smaller target?" This size-speed tradeoff served as the basic
issue underlying the remainder of the design application.
In order to capture the synergistic effect of the LVA speed character-
istic with the actual tactical criteria involved in the employment of
waves of LVA, a total of 480 replications of the model were made. These
runs represent the evaluation of 240 feasible LVA designs each utilized
in two tactical employment options. The results of this analysis estab-
lished the significance each of the four design features addressed makes
with respect to the survivability of the craft. The following hypotheses
describe these results.
* In the design of a planing hull vehicle which is to be employed
utilizing a simultaneous wave transition initiated close to the
surfline, the dominant design features are the speed of the
craft in the planing mode and the height of the craft in the
displacement mode. Over the broad feasible ranges investigated,
SPDMIN and HTMAX are essentially secondary considerations.
* In the design of a planing hull vehicle which is to be employed
utilizing a simultaneous wave transition initiated outside the
maximum effective ranges for the direct-fire defensive weapons,





It must be emphasized that the purpose of a simplified auxiliary
model as proposed within this thesis is to provide preliminary insights
into the specific problem being modeled. The simple model is to be
used as a tool in conjunction with a high-resolution simulation model,
not as a replacement for such a detailed model . The primary intent for
developing the simple model is encompassed by the fact that full scale
simulation results are essentially driven by input data. The benefit
of preliminary auxiliary modelling is in the assistance it provides
the analyst in defining a relatively small subset of the entire realm
of possible input cases. This case subset may then be thoroughly in-
vestigated using the highly detailed and usually costly full-scale
simulation. This methodology is illustrated in Figure 32.
It has been the intent of this thesis to use the LVA design and
employment problem as an illustration of this proposed modelling stra-
tegy. In the process of developing this example, several intuitive
insights into the survivability aspects of the LVA have been highlighted.
The tentative hypotheses which have been formulated with regard to the
LVA concept hopefully provide a basis from which subsequent modeling
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APPENDIX A: TACTICAL ENPL0YM5NT APPLICATION RESILTS
LVA AUXILLIAFY MODEL
LVAX1 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION DT = 3 OS = 1
ICCEF = 1
RC: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3CCC.
Te^: 120. * 19.32 22.29 26.68 27.33 27.55 28.13
180. * 14.22 13.02 24.78 26.15 26.35 27. CS
240. * 19.03 0.00 17.55 20.36 20. ££ 22. CS
LVAX1 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION DT = 2 DS = 2
ICCEF = 1
RC; 50C. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25G0. 30QC.
TEk: 120. * 24.56 25.39 28.44 29.59 30. C6 30.54
180. * 23.34 21.30 26.69 28.84 29. 29 3C.1S
240. * 26.42 20.82 24.00 25.94 27.24 2S.33
LVAX1 SEQUENTIAL feAVE TRANSITION DT = 1 DS = 3
ICOEF = 1
RD: 500. 1C00. 150C. 2000. 25C0. 3C00 .
**^e*^e^! ********************* ******^ **>!<*********«*******
TBW: 120. * 28.43 27.89 29.83 31.45 22.20 32. £C
180. * 27.75 26.29 28.75 31 .02 31.73 32.69
240.
*
30.79 28.22 23.63 29.65 2C.SS 32. CC
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APFENDIX A: TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION R5SLLTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIARY MOCEL
LVAX1 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION OT = 2 OS = 1
ICOEF = 2
RD: 500. 1000. 15CC. 2000. 25CQ. 30C0.
*************************#***********************;****
T6W: 120. * 14.12 16.93 21.45 22.12 22.24 22. 65
180. * 6.61 5.00 17.71 19.61 19.98 21.26
240. * 8.49 0.00 5.63 9.72 10.38 12. C?
LVAX1 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITICN DT = 1 CS = 2
ICOEF = 2
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25C0. 3000.
TBW: 120. * 19.73 20.78 24.31 25.54 26.05 26.64
180. * 16.42 14.10 21.76 24.41 24.93 25.84
240. * 20.44 11.47 16.63 19.38 20.99 22.26
*
LVAX1 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITICN DT = 1 DS = 3
ICOEF = 2
RC: 50C. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25C0. 3CCC.
********** *******************************************
T8W: 120. * 24.62 24.37 26.83 28.67 29.43 3C.C9
*
130. * 22.83 21.35 24.66 27.52 28.29 29.35
*




APFENDIX A: TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION RESLLTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIARY MODEL
LVA>2 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION DT = 2 OS * 1
ICOEF = 1
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3000.
******$*****************$*:*****************:»$***:*:»***
TEW: 120. * 24.97 17.33 18.41 19.69 20.49 20.56
160. * 27.59 4.06 17. 56 20.86 21.56 21.67
240. * 30.31 0.00 11.33 18.60 19.43 19.73
LVAX2 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION OT = 2 DS = 2
ICOEF = 1
RC: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 30(30.





28.59 22.98 24. 12 25.52 25.76 25. 54
31 .IS 19.57 22.51 25.15 25.76 25. 7C
33.24 17.94 21.42 23.66 24.64 24.96
LV£X2 SEQUENTIAL V«AVE TRANSITION DT = 1 DS = 3
ICOEF = 1
RD: 500. 1000. 150C. 2000. 25CC. 3000.
************************ *****************************
TBW: 120. * 30.39 26.90 27.61 29.34 29.40 29.07
*
180. * 32.93 27.42 26.49 28.87 29.23 29.13
*




APPENDIX A: TACTICAL ENPLQYMENT APPLICATION RESILTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIARY MODEL
LVAX2 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION DT = 2 CS = 1
ICCEF = 2
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25CC. 3CC0.
4.***444*4*4 *************** ****4*4****************4**4
TBW: 120. * 19.85 11.98 12.15 13.81 14.22 13.92
*
180. * 22.65 0.22 8.75 12.03 12.11 12.49
*
2 40- * 25.57 COO 2.26 7.20 8.12 6.25
*
LVAX2 SEQUENTIAL kAVE TRANSITION DT = 2 DS = 2
ICOEF = 2
RC: 500. 1C00. 1500. 2000. 25CG. 30CC.
a**** A** **4 4***4 4***************4 4 *******************
TBW: 120. * 24.19 18.24 19.19 20.44 20.59 2C.16
*
180. * 27.49 12.01 15.65 19.21 19.9! 19.5 6
240. * 29.36 7.58 12.72 16.16 17.48 17.65
*
LVAX2 SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION DT = I DS = 2
ICOEF = 2
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2C0O. 2500. 3000.4*********************** 4******** ********** 44 44*4****
TBW: 120. * 26.85 22.20 24.02 25.84 25.81 25.20
*
160. * 29.40 22.70 21.95 24.76 25.14 24.84
*
240. * 31.72 22.47 22.63 22.52 23.54 23.62
1Q2

APPENDIX A: TACTICAL ENPLCYMENT APPL I CAT ION RESLL1S(CChTIMED) LVA AUXILLIARY MODEL
LVAX1 SI CUTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITICN DT = 3 DS = 1
ICOEF = 1
RC: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3CC0.
******************* ************* *********************
120. * 28.23 26.73 27.69 27.67 27.63 26.14
*
180. * 27.48 25.58 26.63 26.57 26.55 2"?. 11
*
240. * 23.74 19.61 21.50 21.33 21.20 22.12
*
LVAX1 SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITICN DT = 2 OS = 2
ICOEF = 1
PO: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25C0. 3000.
******************** ********************* ** **********
120. * 30.55 29.68 3C.26 30.26 30.23 30.56
*
180. * 30.27 29.02 29.84 29.84 29.82 30.26
*
240. * 28.89 26.78 27.93 27.86 27.86 28.28
*
LVAX1 SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITICN OT = 1 DS = 2
ICCEF = 1
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25CC. 3CCC.
**** ******* ************************************* ******
120. * 33.18 32.84 33.22 33.22 33.20 33.40
*
180. * 33.12 32.66 33.06 33.06 23.04 33.24
*




APFENDIX A: TACTICAL ENPLCYMENT APPLICATION RESULTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIARY MODEL
LVAX1 SIMULTANEGIS kAVE TRANSITICfs DT = 3 DS = 1
ICOEF = 2
RO: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25C0. 2000.4********** ***** *************************** 4 * ****** * *
120. * 23.58 21.73 22.68 22.48 2 2.3^ 22.66
*
180. * 22.59 19.18 20.61 20.44 20.26 21.21
240. * 15.92 9.48 11.84 11.32 10.89 12.13
*
LVAX1 SIMULTANEOUS WftVE TRANSITICN DT = I CS = 2
ICCEF = 2
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25C0. 3000.
*****#***********************************************
120. * 27.06 25.87 26. 5C 26.36 26.32 26.66
*
180. * 26.55 25.04 25.75 25.60 25.48 25.86
*
240. * 23.77 21.13 22.19 21.97 21.79 22.33
*
LVAX1 SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITICN DT = 1 DS = 3
ICOEF = 2
RC: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25CO. 3CCC.
**************** ******** ******** ************** *******
120. * 31.11 30.58 30.89 30.79 30.71 3C.86
*
180. * 30.42 29.75 3C.08 29.99 29.91 30.06
*




APFSNOiy A: TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION RFSLLTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIARY MODEL
LVAX2 SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITION OT = 2 OS = 1
ICOEF = 1
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3000.
*****************************************************
120. * 29.15 22.76 20.64 20.07 2C.61 20.60
160. * 29.95 24.07 21.66 21.33 21.76 21.71
*
240. * 30.17 22.86 19.8S 1<3.46 19.75 19.84
*
LVAX2 SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITION OT = 2 OS = 2
ICCEF = 1
RC: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3CCC.
***** ************************************************
120. * 31.68 27.97 26.72 26.07 25. ?2 25.62
180. * 22.26 28.54 26.93 26.26 26. 11 25. £5
*
240. * 32.21 28.22 26.24 25.61 25.44 25.06
LVAX2 SIMULTANECLS fcAVE TRANSITION DT = 1 OS = 2
ICOEF = 1
RD: 500. 1000. 15CC. 2000. 25C0. 3000.
***************************************** ************
120. * 34.56 32.57 31.66 30.97 30.46 2S. C.A
*
180. * 34.77 22.86 21.86 21.16 30.66 30.08




APPENDIX A: TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION RESLLTS
(CCNTIMJEDI LVA AUXILLIAPY MODEL
LVAX2 SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITICN QT = 2 CS = 1
ICOEF = 2
RO: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25CC. 30CC.
************ *****************************************
120. * 24.16 17.42 15.10 14.11 14.22 13.96
*
180. * 25.31 16.88 13.71 12.63 12.91 12.55
*
240. * 24.64 14.69 9.53 8.45 S.5£ 8.33
*
LVAX2 SIMJLTANEOLS WAVE TRANSIT ICf> DT = 2 OS = 2
ICOEF = 2
PC: 500. 1G00. 1500. 2000. 25C0. 30G0.
************************ ****** ** =M *******************
120. * 28.31 23.32 22.06 21.06 20.82 20.24
*
180. * 28.64 24.34 21.94 20.69 21.41 19.74
*
240. * 27.95 23.06 20.20 18.98 18.5* 17.66
*
LVAX2 SIMULTANEOUS WAVE TRANSITION DT * 1 OS = 3
ICOEF = 2
RD: 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 25C0. 3000.
****************************** *******:?***************
120. * 32.63 30.22 26.92 27.86 27.25 26.44
*
18C. * 32.29 30.01 28.59 27.52 26.38 26.06
*




APPENDIX 3: ENGR. DESIGN CRITERIA TRACcQFF RESULTS
LVA AUXI LLIARY MODEL





DATA V4LUE REPRESENTS THE TOTAL NUMESR OF
LVA SLRVIVCRS PEACHING SHORE AS A FUNCTION
OF THE INDICATED DESIGN PARAMETERS
KTNA>: 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.5C
HT M I N : .60 0.70 0.80 C.90
***4****:t**44 4 >m>m* «&****** sjcA^tw a* ****** Msa*.- *** i * r) =s * .-:<
SPDMX: SPDMIN:
10. CO 3.50 *
5X
21.98 18.54 14.41 9.52




25.98 22.29 20.53 17.49
10. CO 5.00 27.20 24.64 22.04 19.30
12 .CC 3.50 *
^X
22.53 19. 2C 15.34 10.71
12. CC 4.00
4
24.88 22.00 19.02 15.61
12. CC 4.50 25.94 22.24 20.46 17.33
12 .CC 5 .03
*
is
27.27 24.72 22.12 IS.38
14. CC 3.50 22.13 18.67 14.54 5.64
14 .CO 4.00
4c
24.60 21.67 18.64 15.00
14 .00 4.50 *
it
26.84 24.22 21.57 18.79
14. CC 5.00
it
27.24 24.66 22.06 35.24
16. CC 3.50 * 21 .61 18.02 13.68 8.82
lb .30 4.00 * 24.65 21.75 16.65 15.10
16. CO 4.50 *
*
26.07 23.36 20.62 17.58
16. CC 5.00 *
^
27.61 25.14 22.60 15.54
13.03 2.50 •*
3ji
22.19 18.67 14.61 5.69
13. CO 4.00 24.59 21.71 18.64 15.11
13. CO 4.50 *
£
26.49 23.84 21.16 18.24
13.00 5.00 * 27.63 25.15 22.62 15 .56
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APPENDIX E: ENGR. DESIGN CRITERIA TRACEOFF RESULTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIARY MOCEL
TACTIC A: RD = 3000. DT =3. DS = 1.
TBW = 180. ICQEF = 1
DATA VALUE REPRESENTS THE TOTAL NUMBER CF
LVA SLRVIVORS REACHING SHCRE AS A FUNCTION
OF THE INDICATED CESIGN PARAMETERS
HTMAX: 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70
HTMIN: 0.60 0.70 C.80 0.90
****0* * ***** ******** *#**#***$* *** ******$**#***** ********* **
SPCMA>: SPDMIN:
10. CO 3.50 *
*
21.96 18.46 14.39 9.49
10. GO 4.00 * 24.63 21.74 18.75 15.20
10.00 4.50 25.96 23.27 20.51 17.47
10.00 5.00 *
*
27.18 24.62 22.02 19.28
12.00 3.50 a:
*
22.56 19.19 15.32 10.70
12.00 4.00 *
^
24.87 21.98 19.01 15.59
12. CO 4.5G *
it
25.92 23. 2 2 20.45 17.31




27.25 24.70 22.10 19.36
14.00 3.50 22.11 18.65 14.52 9.62
14. CC 4. CO *
*
5JC
24.58 21.66 18.62 14.93
14. CC 4.50 26.82 24.20 21.55 16.77
14.00 5.00 * 27.22 24.64 22.06 19.25
16. CC 3.50 * 21.59 16. CC 13.65 6.79




24.63 21.73 16.63 14.96
16. CC 4.50 26.05 23.36 2G. 59 17.56
16. CC 5.00 * 27.53 25. 1G 22.57 19.91
16. CC 3.' 50 is
ate
22.17 16.66 14.59 9.67
18 .CO 4.00
3^
24.53 21.69 18.62 15.09
13 .00 4.50
it
26.48 23.62 21.15 16.22
16. CC 5.00 *
*
27.61 25.13 22.60 19.94
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APPENDIX B: ENGR. DESIGN CRITERIA TRADEOFF RESULTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIAPY MODEL
TACTIC A: RD = 3000. CT = 3 . OS = 1
TBW = 180. ICOEF = 1
DATA VALUE REPRESENTS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
LVA SLFVIVORS REACHING SHCRE AS A FUNCTION
OF THE INDICATED DESIGN PARAMETERS
HTMAX: 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90
l-TMIN: 0.60 3.70 0.80 C.<=C
j> ********************** a************************************
SPCMAX: SPDMIN:
10. CO 3.50 *
*
21.95 18.44 14.37 9.47
10. cc 4.00 *
it
24.61 21.72 18.74 35.28
10. CO 4.50 25.94 23.25 2C.49 17.45
10.00 5.00 *
3j(
27.16 24.61 22.00 39 .26
12. CO 3.50 *
*
22.55 19.17 15.30 10.68
12 .00 4.00 *
*
*
24.85 21.97 18.99 15.57
12. CO 4.50 25.91 22.21 20.43 17.29
12. CO 5.00 * 27.24 24.68 22.08 IS. 34
14. CO 3.5C * 22.09 18.64 14.51 9.59
14.00 4.00 * 24.56 21.64 18.54 14.96





27.20 24.6 2 22.04 19.23
16. CO 3.50
ft
21.58 17.98 13 .63 8.77
16.00 4.00 *
3fe
24.61 21.71 18.61 14. 94
16. CO 4.50 26. C3 23.34 20.57 17.53
16. CO 5.00
a*
27.57 25.08 22.55 19.89
18 .00 3.50
*
22.16 18.64 14.57 9.65
18. CO 4.CC * 24.56 21.64 18.60 15. C7
18. CC 4.50 * 26.46 23.80 21.13 18.20
13. CO 5.00 *
*
27.60 25.11 22.58 19.92
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APPENDIX B: ENGF. DESIGN CRITERIA TRACEQFF RESLLTS(CCMIMJSDI LVA AUXILLIA'V MODEL
TACTIC B: RD = 500. DT = 3. DS = 1.
TBfc = 240. ICCEF = 1
DATA WLLE REPRESENTS THE TOTAL NUMBER CF
LVA SUFVIVCRS REACHING SHORE AS A FUNCTION
OF THE INDICATED DESIGr* PARAMETERS
HTMAX: 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50
HTMU: 0.60 C.70 0.80 C .90
SFCMAX: SPDMN:
10. CC 3.50 * 24.66 23.16 21.82 20.69
*
10. CC 4.00 * 24.29 22.83 21.56 20.36
13.00 4. 53 * 25.28 23.72 22.47 21.28
*
10. CC 5.00 * 22.28 21.78 20.36 18.96
*
12. CC 3.50 * 27.41 26. 2C 25.11 24 .02
*
12.00 4.00 * 28.20 27.04 25.97 24.88
*
12. CC 4.50 * 28.15 26.93 25.74 24.58
*
12. CC 5.00 * 27.95 26.55 25.22 24. C6
*
14.00 3.50 * 29.07 28.07 27.12 26.21
*
14.00 4.00 * 29.84 28. 9C 27.98 27.09
*
14. CO 4.50 * 30.03 29. OC 28.05 27.12
*
14. JO 5.00 * 3C.46 29.50 28.59 27.72
16. CC 3.50 * 30.79 29.93 29.10 2E.37
fa
16. CC 4.00 * 31.70 30.87 30.12 29.36
*
16. CO 4.50 * 31.54 30.71 29.90 29.12
*
16.00 5.00 * 31.52 30.69 29.90 29.14
18. CO 2.50 * 32.21 31.43 30.69 2C.C4
*
18.00 4.00 * 32.33 31.55 30.80 20.13
*
18.00 4.50 * 33.28 32.60 31.92 21.26
*




APPENDIX B: ENGP. DESIGN CRITERIA TRACEOFF RESULTS(CCNTIMED) LVA AUXILLIARY MODEL
TACTIC B: RC = 500. DT = 3. DS = 1
TBW = 240. ICOEF = 1
DATA VALUE REPRESENTS TFE TOTAL NUMBSP CF
LVA SLRVIVCRS REACHING SHORE AS A FUNCTION
GF THE INDICATED CESIGN PARAMETERS
FTMAX: 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.7C
HTMIN: 0.60 0.70 0.80 C .90
if* if if if if if if * if. * * ii $ if 4 if i :**.-* A if: ji-* *it i;** * A^t » A if ^ * A jji jjt 4; -*^ A # i, 3} ^i))i*^jj<^*A±ic
SFDMAX: SPDMIN:
10.00 3.50 * 23.56 22.12 20.87 19.69
10. CO A. CO * 23.33 21.92 20.59 1*5.34
10. CC 4.50 * 24.23 22.81 21.47 20.21
*
10.00 5.00 * 22.31 20.72 19.16 17.62
12. CC 3.50 * 26.68 25.41 24.20 23.07
w
12. CC 4.00 * 27.43 26.2* 25.07 23.93
12. CC 4.50 * 27.34 26.04 24.78 23.57
sic
12. CC 5.00 * 26.89 25.53 24.13 22.87
a
14. CC 3.50 * 28.46 27.42 26.42 25.48
it
14. CC 4.00 * 29.27 28.26 27.30 26.30
14.00 4.50 * 29.41 26.32 27.30 26.20
14. CC 5.00 * 29.85 26.82 27.86 26.83
16. CC 3.50 * 30.32 29.42 28.57 27.76
16.00 4.00 * 21.23 20.36 29.54 26.73
it
16. CO 4.50 * 21.03 30.15 29.30 28.43
16. CC 5.00 * 31.00 3C.12 29.30 28.48
18.00 2.50 * 21.78 3C.96 30.23 29.56
18. CO 4.00 * 21.90 31. 1C 30.32 29.57
18. CC 4.50 * 32.86 22.14 31.47 2C.78
18.00 5.00 * 32.49 31.74 31.07 20.29
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APPENDIX E: ENGP. DESIGN CRITERIA TFACEOFF RESULTS
(CONTINUED) LVA AUXILLIARY MOCEL
TACTIC B: RD = 500. DT =3. OS = 1,
TBW = 240. ICOEF = 1
DATA VALUE REFPESENTS THE TOTAL NUMBER CF
LVA SURVIVORS REACHING SHORE AS A FUNCTION
OF THE INDICATED DESIGN PARAMETERS
HTMAX: 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90
HTMIN: 0.60 0.70 0.80 C.90
SPCMA>: SPDMIN
10. cc 3.50 A 22.79 21.37 20.09 16.87
10.00 4.00 22.64 21.18 19.73 IE. 47
10. 30 4.50 * 23.52 22.05 20.66 19.31
10.00 5.CC *
£
21.50 19.80 18.13 16.27
12. CO 3.50 A
A
25.96 24. 6< 23.47 22.31
12. 30 4.00 *
A
26.80 25.5 1 24.26 23. C9
12. CO 4.50 * 26.68 25.32 23.94 22.69
12. CC 5.00 * 26.17 24.65 23.34 22.16
14.00 3.50
*
27.98 26.84 25.81 24.83







28.87 27.70 26.62 25.55
14.00 5.00 29.31 28.22 2 7.10 26. C8
16. CC 3.50 29.88 28.95 28.07 27.29
16. CC 4.00
*
30.82 29.94 2 9.08 28.25
16 .CC 4.50 30.63 29.72 28.77 27.91
16. CC 5 .00 *
is.
30.60 29.69 2 8.76 27.90




21.54 20.71 29.91 29.14
18 .00 4.50 22.52 31.77 31.09 20.39
ia.cc 5.00
*
22.14 21.27 30.63 29.97
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APPENDIX C: GENERALIZED FLOWCHART FOR LVA AUXILIARY MODEL
State Variable Definitions:
DT - Unit Strength Defensive Tanks
DS - Unit Strength Defensive ATGM
LVA(I) - Unit Strength Wave(I) of the Incoming LVA (1=1,2,3,4,5)
TLF - Unit Strength of Landed Waves of LVA
ATFFS - Unit Strength of ATF Fire Support assets
MAIN MODULE
Main Module utilizes a Runge-Kutta Numerical Integration Technique
to aggregate the effects of all attrition processes.
TIME =0
DETERMINATION OF CURRENT
UNIT STRENGTHS FOR TIME = t













ATTRITION COEF. AGAINST SHORE DEFENSES MODULE
AREA FIRE BY ATFFS
AIMED FIRE BY ATFFS
NO FIRE BY TLF
AIMED FIRE BY TLF
/.
ALLOCATION OF TLF
BETWEEN DT AND DS
«-» AIMED FIRE BY TLF
* NO FIRE BY TLF
AREA FIRE BY ATFFS
































































LU >=C «sC Z
1— z >-.
«C m >-. 2:











SOURCE LISTING: LVA AUXILIARY MODEL
SEQUENTIAL VA VE TRANSITION
CCMMON IL(5),WB(2) ,A(2) ,8(2), ITE, 1S£,RD,WVINT<5) ,WIC,
LTBW,DINIT(2)
CCMMCN /ENGF/ S PDMAX, SPDMIN, HTMA > , HTMIN , TTS ,TA ,TB ,TF
CALL DATAIN
CALL CUTPUT
CC 5000 I RC=5 0,3000, 500





C***** COMPUTATION OF FIRST WAVE TIME PARAMETERS
C* TA - TIME FIRST WAVE INITIATES TRANSITION
C* TB - TIME FIRST WAVE CCPFLE1ES TRANSITION




TF=TB+( P0-(0.5*(SFCMAX-SPDMIN)*TTS J-150 .0 ) /SPCMIN
DEL=10.
WFITE(6,55) PD,TBh







SLBROUTINE RKI NT (H ,TI , N)
C*
C*^t** v SUBROUTINE RKI NT PROVIDES THE INTERFACE EETkEEN
C* THE RUNGE-KUTTA NUMERICAL INTEGRATION RCUTINE
C* RKLDEC ANC THE SUBROUTINE ATTR WHICH DETERMINES EAC
C* UNIT'S STATUS AS TIME PROGRESSES THROUGH THE
C***** AMPHieiOUS OPERATION
C*
CCMMOM IL( 5) ,WB(2 ),A(2),B<2), ITE,ISE ,RD,WVINT( 5), WID,
1TBW,DINIT(2)
CCMMOM /IOUT/ISURV,IATTR
DIMENSION CSURV( 5) ,CDSURV(2) , TA ( 5 ) , SA (5 ) , DA (2 ) ,




C* IMAX - MAXIMUM ALLCWABLE NUMBER CF TIME INTERVALS
C*
C* ITE - A SWITCH VARIABLE SET TO 1 WHEN THE DEF. TANK
C* UNIT INITIATES ITS FIRE
c*
C* ISE - A SWITCH VARIABLE SET TO 1 WHEN THE DEF. ATGM
C* UNIT INITIATES ITS FIRE
C*
C* T - CURRENT TIME
C*
C* IT - CURRENT TIME PERIGD
C *
C* IL ( I ) - A SWITCH VARIABLE WHOSE ELEMENT I IS SET 7C





















TSURV - TOTAL NUMBER CF SURVIVING LVA AT THE
CIRR5NT TIME
STATE VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
CSUPV(I) - CURRENT STRENGTH OF ASSAULT V«A\S I
CDSURV(I) - CURRENT STRENGTH OF DEFENSIVE FORCE I
1=1 TANK
1=2 ATGM
RKSURV(I) - CONCATENATION OF CSURV AN C COSUPV
DINIT(I) - INITIAL STRENGTH OF CEF. FORCE I
WVINT(I) - INITIAL STRENGTH OF kAVE I
IF(ISURV.EC.l) WPITE(6,5)
5 FCRMATCISURV MATR I X • , // , 4X , «T • ,T 1 3 , • CSURV 1 • , T23,



















C CSURV ( 1)=0IMT(I )
15 CCNTINUE
CC 20 J=l ,12
2C T*TTR(1,J)=C.
IT = 1
CC 25 I =1,5





















TA(I) - ATTRITICN FATE FOR WAV! I DUE TO TANKS
SA(I) - ATTRITICN PATE FOR WAVE I DUE TO ATGM
DA(I) - ATTRITION RATE FOR CEF. UNIT I CUE
TC THE EFFECTS OF ATFFS/TLF
RKATTR(I) IS A VECTOR CONTAINING THE CURRENT
ATTRITICN LOSS FATES TO BE APPLIED WITHIN the
RUNGE-KUTTA ROUTINE TO THE STATE VARIABLES.
1=1,5 LVA InAVES 1-5
1 = 6 DT
1=7 CS
IFUL(l) .EQ.99) GO TO 1230
DO 40 1=1,5
RKSURVt I)=CSURV( I )
4 3 PKATTR(I) = (TA(I )+SA( !))*< -1.0)
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DC 45 I =1,2
RKSlRV(I+5) =CDSURV(I)
45 RKATTRt I + 5)=-1.0*0MI)
S=RKLDEQ(7,RKSURV ,RKA TT R, T, H, NT
)
CC 50 1=1,5
CSURVtl )=RKSURV( I )
50 CCNTINUE
CC 55 1=1,2
CCSURVC I)=RKSURV( 1 + 5 )
5 5 CCNTINUE
I F ( £-1. ) 1100,1000,1200
1100 fcR!TE<6,60)










C***** ISURV IS A PRINT OPTION V^RIAELE,
C* V»HEN ISURV IS EQUAL TC 1 THE MGCEL WILL
C* PRINT OLT THE SURVIVOR POPULATICNS ^OR
C***** gACh UNI t AT gACH TIME INTERVAL.
C*





C***** T/STTR STORES THE RESULTANT ATTRITION RATES
C* IMPOSED ON EACH UNIT FOR EACH TINE PERIOD.
C* THE MODEL WILL PRINT OUT THIS VATRIX AT ThE
C* CONCLUSION OF THE RUN IF THE FFINT OPTION




EC TATTR(IT,J+5)=S A( J)
CC 85 J=l,2
35 TATTR( IT,J + 10 )=DA( J)
C*
C***4* DETERMINE R: Tt-E FIRING RANGE TC THE LAST (FIFTH





C***** THE MOCEL IS TERMINATED IF;
C* 1. THE FIRING RANGE TC THE LAST ASSAULT WAVE
C* IS LESS THAN 75 METERS
C* 2. TFE DEFENSIVE BREAKPOINT HAS BEEN REACHED
C* 3. THE MAXIMUM NUMBER CF ITERATIONS H/SS BEEN
C***** EXCEEDED
C*
IF IR.LT.75. ) GO TC 2000
IF< IT.GT.IMAX) GOTO 2000




9Q FCRyAT(' FINAL LV I SURVIVCRS AShOFS = «,F10.3)
IF{ IATTR.EQ.O) RETURN
WFITE(6,91)
91 FCRMAT( '1AT T R MATFI X' , // , T4 , «TA1 « ,T14 , • TA2 • ,T24,
1 'TA3' tT34, , TA4' ,T44, »TA5' ,T54, • SA1 • , T64 , ' SA 1 • ,T74,""
' SA4' ,T«4, , SA5 , ,T104, , DA1' ,T114, 'CA2',//)
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DC 100 IIT = 1 ,IT






DIMENSION Yd) ,F(1) ,Q(25)
N1=NT+1












3 A = 1.707106
X=X+H2
GC TO 5
4 CC 41 1=1,
N




5 CC 51 L=1,N





SL3R0UTINE ATTR ( T, CSURV , OSURV ,TA , SA , DA
)
CCMMON IL(5) ,W8( 2) ,A(2),B(2 )
,





DIMENSION CSURV(5) ,TM5) , SA ( 5 )
,




C****.* GIVEN THE CURRENT TIME AND STATE VARIA8LE STRENGTHS,
C* SUBROUTINE ATTR DETERMINES THE FGLLOWING:
f*3JI
C* TA(I) - CURRENT ATTRITION LOSS RATE FCR
C* WAVE I DUE TC TANK FIRE
C*
C* SA(I) - CURRENT ATTRITION LOSS RA T E FOR
C* WAVE I DUE TO ATGM FIRE
C*
C* DA(I) - CURRENT ATTRITION LOSS RATE FCR
C* CEF. FORCE I DLE TO ATFFS/TLF
C* EFFECTS
C*
C* ILUJ - fcHEN EQUAL TO S9 INDICATES THE
C* DEFENSIVE BREAKPOINT HAS BEEN REAChEC
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SUBROUTINE ATTR ALSC UPDATES THE STATUS OF EACH
UNIT WITH RESPECT TC THE PRCC-FESS OF THE
c*
c* ..... . .... ... ,..., ,. . . _. , ... . .._... . . , .
C* SHIP TO SHORE NCVEMENT AMD IMPLEMENTS THIS









C* DTI - THAT POR T ION OF THE DT UNIT ASSIGNEC TO
C* ENGAGING THE CLOSER OF TWO MULTIPLE WAVES
C* IN THE TANK ENGAGEMENT WINDOW
C*
C* DT2 - TH/ST PORTION CF THE DT LMT ASSIGNEC TO
C* ENGAGING THE FARTHER OF T^O MULTIPLE V.AVES
C* IN THE TANK ENGAGEMENT WINCOW
C*
C* DS1 - THAT PORTICN OF THE CS LMT ASSIGNEC TC
C* ENGAGING THE CLOSER OF TWC MULTIPLE WVES
C* IN THE ATGM ENGAGEMENT WINCOW
C*
C* CS2 - THAT PORTION OF THE OS LNIT ASSIGNEC TC
C* ENGAGING THE FARTHER OF TWO MULTIPLE WAVES





D T 2 =0 .
FAO1.0
C*
C***** DETERMINE IF DEF. BREAKPOINT HAS SEEN REACHED
C*
IF( (DSUPV(1)+DSURV(2 ) J .LT .0 .3* { C IN IT ( 1 ) + D IN IT ( 2 J ) )
1 GC TO 20
C*
C***** DETERMINE ATTRITION RATE ON DEFENSIVE FORCES BY





IF(ISE.EQ.O) DA( 2 )=A( 2)*0SURV (2)
GC TC 30
20 DSURV(1)=0.





25 FCPMATO BREAKPOINT REACHED AT TII»E = %F9.3)
RSTLRN
C*
O**** SUBROUTINE DTGTS DETERMINES THE FIRING ST£ T US FOR






C* TENG( 1) - THE WAVE NUMBER OF THE CLOSER OF TWC
C* WAVES IN THE TANK ENGAGEMENT WINDOW
C*
C* TRNG(l) - THE FIRING RANGE TC WAVE TENG(l)
C*
C* TWTS(l) - THE PRCPCRTICN OF THE TOTAL CT STRENGTH
C* TO BE ALLOCATED TO ENGAGING TENG(l)
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C* TSNG(2) - THE VnAVE NUMBER OF THE FARTHER CF TWO
C* WAVES IN THE TANK ENGAGEMENT WlhOCW
C*
C* TRNG12) - SIMILAR INTERPRETATION AS TRNGU1
C* TWTS(2) - SIMILAR INTERPRETATION AS TWTSU)
C* SENG(l) - THE WAVE NUMBER CF THE CLOSER OF TWO
C* WAVES IN THE ATGM ENGAGEMENT kINCCW
C*
C* SRNG(l) - FIRING RANGE TO WAVE SENG(l)
C*
C* SWTS(l) - THE PROPORTION OF THE TOTAL OS STRENGTH
C* TO BE ALLOCATED TO ENGAGING SSNC<1>
C*
C* SENG(2) - THE WAVE NUMBER OF THE FARTHER CF TWO
C* WAVES IN THE ATGM ENGAGEMENT WINDCW
C*
C* SRNG(2) - SIMILAR INTERPRETATION AS SRNG(l)




C***** DETERMINE THE CUMULATIVE NUMBER CF SURVIVING LVA'S
C***** THAT HAVE REACHED THE BEACH - TLF
C*
TLF=0.
DC 40 J = l,5
IF(IL(J ).EQ.l) TLF=TLF+CSURV( J I
40 CONTINUE
C*
C***** ALLOCATE THE FORCE STRENGTH OF TLF BETWEEN THE TWC




TLF2 = (DSURV<2 )/DSLM)*TLF
C*
C***** ADD TO DAI AND CA2 THE ATTRITION LOSS RATE DUE




IF(DSURV( 1) .LE. 0. C)DM1) = 0.
IF{DSURV(2) .LE. 0.0) DA (2) =0.0
C*
C***** DETERMINE IF THERE EXISTS AN INCOMING WAVE IN THE
C***** TANK ENGAGEMENT IaINCOW I.E. TENGtD.NE.O
C*
IF(TENG (l).EO.O) GO TO 100
ITE=1
C*
C***** DETERMINE THE TIMS SINCE WAVE TENG<1) CROSSED THE
C***** 5000. METER OFFSHORE MARK - Tl
C*
Tl=T-TBk*(TENG( 1)-1)
DT1=TWTS( 1) *DSURV (1)
FAC=1.
C*
C****-* DETERMINE THE SUPPRESSION EFFECT TO BE IVFCSED
C* CN THE DT UNIT BASED ON THE ATTRITION LCSS RATE






C* CT1R0F - FATE OF FIRE UTILIZED BY DTI AGAINST
C* WAVE TENG(l)
C#
C* 0T1PH - HIT PROBABILITY OF RCUNCS FIRED EY DTI








CALL PATE (TRNG( 1) ,SP




**** |»AVE TENGll) DUE T
C(T1) ,1,SUPFAC,DT1R0F)


















IS IN THE TANK ENG
ATTRITION RATE CCM
TC THCSE FREVICLSL
IF (TENG(2) .EQ.O) GO
T2=T-TBW*(TENG(2)-1)
D12 = TV>TS12)*DSURV ( 1)
CALL RATE(TRNG(2) ,SP






TO THOSE FOR THE E
IS A SECOND INCOMING WAVE THAT
AGEMENT WINDOW, IF THERE IS THE
PUTATIGNS ARE SIMILAR I ft FCRN





EXISTS AN INCCMING WAVE IN THE
NDOW, IF THERE IS, DSTEPNINE THE
AGAINST THAT WAVE DUE TC ATGM
COMPUTATIONS ARE SIMILAF IN FCPM




























































SUBROUTINE CTC-TS ( 7 ,TENG,TRNG , TWT
lSENG,SRNG,SkTS,CSUP.V>
GIVEN THE CURRENT TIME AND LVA
POPULATIONS, SUEPGUTINE DTGTS
VnAVE NUMBERS THAT ARE TC BE EN





























IF<WVRNG.LT.75. ) IL( I )=1
C****# IF THE FIRING RANGE TC A l*AVE
C* fETERS, THE WAVE IS CONSICEREC
C* COVERED AND CONCEALED POSITION
C*
I F{ (WVRNG.GT.TENGMX) .OR.(CSURV( I






50 IF( (WVRNG.GT.SENGNX) . CR. (CSURVd
1UVRNG.LT.SENGMN) .OR . ( JS .GE.2 IJ
JS=JS+1
SENG( JS )=I
SRNG( JS ) = WVRN!G




IF (TENG(l) .EQ.O) GO TO 500
DC 200 1=1,2








IS LESS THAN 75
TC HAVE PS4CFEC A
CN THE B5ACF











CCMMON IL{5),WB(-2},A(2)t8(2 ),ITS,ISE»R0 t WVIM(5),WI0
1T6W,0INIT(2)
CCMMON /ENGR/ SPDKAX, SPDMIN»HTM AX tUMIN tTTS ,TA,TB tTF
COMMON /CISPER/TS IGV < 6, 2
)









READ (1,100 J TARTM,SARTM,TVEL,SVEL
REACH, 100) (<TSIGV(I,J),I=1,6) ,J=1,2)
RE AD (It 10 J ((TSIGHd , J), I = 1,6) ,J=1,2)
READ(1,1CC) ((TMEANH(I,jJ , I =1 ,6 ) , „ = 1, 2)
READ(ltlOO) ((SSIGVdfJIf 1*1*71 ,J = 1,2)
RE AD (1,100) ((SSIGH( I ,J) ,1=1,7) ,J=1,2)
REAC(1,100) (DeFWTSU )*I = 1,2)
PEADlltlOOJ ( WVINK I) ,1=1, 5)
RIAD(ltlOO) (DINIT(I) ,1 = 1,2)
READdtlOl) (A(I ) ,1 = 1,2)
READ(1,101) (BU),I = 1,2)
READ(l.lOl) (WB(I ) ,1=1,2)








COMMON IL(5),WB{2) ,A(2) ,B(2),ITE, 1S£,RD,WVINT(5),V<ID,
lTBhiDINlTl 2 )
CCNNCN /OISFEPy TSIGV (6, 2), TS IGM6 , 2 ) , TMEAN K 6 ,2 ) »
1SSIGV(7,2) , SSIGH(7,2)




C***** INPLT SUMMARY PP. IMTCUT
C*
WFIT£(6,20)
20 FCRNAT( '1*****INPUT SUMMARY***** 1 ,
1"»**SEQUENTIAL WAVE TRANSITION',/)
WRITE (6 ,22) (WVINT (I ) ,1=1 ,5), (DIMTI I), I =1,2)
22 FCRMAT(//,» INITIAL FORCE STR EN GT hS :',/,' IVA
1UAVSS 1-5) = ', 5F8.2,/,' DT = ',F8.2,
2/,' CS = •
,
F8.2 )
W FIT? (6,25) SPDMAX,SPDMIN,HTMAX,HTMIN,WID
25 FCRNAT(//,' ENGR SPECS.',/,' SPDMAX = «,F6.2,' SPCMIN
1 = ',F6.2,/, 'HTMAX = ',F6.3,' hTMIN = ',F£.?,/,
1 WID = ',F6.3)
WFITE (6,63 0) TENGMX ,SENGMX , SENGNN
63C FORMATt//,' DEFENSIVE TACTICAL FA FAMSTSR S • , / ,
l'TANK MAX. ENGAGEVENT RANGE = • ,F 10. 2, / , • ATGM N!AX
2ENGAGEMENT RANGE = ',F10.2, • ATGM M IN ENGAGEMENT
3RANGE = ' ,F10.2)
WRITE (6,31) TARTM,SARTM,TVEL,SVEL
31 FORMATl ' TANK AIM-RELOAC TIMS = ',1=10.2,/,
l'ATGM AIM-RELOAD TIME = 'tFlO.2,/,' TANK PROJECTILE
2VEL0CITY = ',F10.2,/,' ATGM PROJECTILE VELCCITV = ',
4F10.2)
WRITE(6,50) DEFWTS(l) ,DEFWTS(2 )
5C FCRMAT(//,« DEFENSIVE TACTICAL ALLOCATION WEIGHTS:',
1/,' WAVE 1 = ',F5.2,' WAVE 2 = ',F5.2)
WRITS(6 ,100 ) A(1),B(1),A(2) ,E(2),W8(1),WB(2)
ICQ FCRMAT(//,« DEFENSIVE FORCE ATTFITION COEFFICIENTS:',
1 /,16X,' ALPHA*A ',' EETA*A',/,
2 ' DT',6X,2F15. 5,/,2X,'DS' ,6X,2F15.5,/,
2 • WBETA(1)= ',F10.5,' WBETA(2)= »,F10.5,/,
3 ' BREAKPOINT ASSUVFTICN: 0.3*(TCTAL DEF FORCE)')
C*





601 FCPMAT( '1CISPERS ION DATA • , / , • R/NGE STC CEV ERR.'
1/ ,' TSIGV )
WFITE (6,600) ( (TSIGV (I ,J), J=1,2),I=1,6)
WRITE (6,602)
602 FCRMAT( 'OTSIGH* )
WRITE (6 ,600 ) ((TSIGH1 I, J ),J = 1,2), 1 = 1,6)
WRITE(6,603 )
603 FCRMATi 'OTMEANH' )
:te(6,
WRITE(6,604)
604 FCRNAT( • OSSIGV )
WFITE (6,600) ((SSIGV( I, J ) ,J = 1,2) ,1=1,7)
WFITE(6,605)
605 FCRMATC 0S3IGH' )










(RANGE ,W, H , I WPN , SU F FAC, PRHIT)
CCMMON IL(5)fWB(2 1 1 A (2 ) 6 (2 )
,
ITE » ISE»RD t Q( 5 ItWIO,
1TBW,DINIT(2)
CCMMON /riSPER/TSIGV(6»2) ,TSIGH(6,2) ,TMEANH
(
1 , 2 )
,
1SSIGV(7 ,2) , SSIGM7,2>
C*





C* TSIGH - THE STD CSV ERROR IN Tt-E FORIZCNTAL FOR TANK
C*
C* TSIGV - THE STD DSV ERROR IN ThE VERTICAL FCR TANK
C*
C* TNEANH - THE BIAS ERROR IN Tt-E (-CRIZONTAL FOR TANK
C*
C* TNEANV - THE BIAS ERROR IN ThE VERTICAL FOR TANK
C*




IF(IV*PN.EQ.l) GO TC 5C
C*








C***** TANK FIRING DATA COMPUTATIONS
C*
5C WMEANV=0.0
C4LL INTRPITMEANH, RANGE, dMEANH , 6 )
CALL INTRP( TSIGV, RANGE, WSIGV, 6)
CALL INTRP(TSIGH,RANGE,WSIGh,6 )
C*





TGTH = (Z*640C0) /(2.0*PI )
TGTW=(ARSIN(W/RANGE) ) * ( 6400 .0/ ( 2 .C 4 PI J )
C*
C***** INSTITLTE NORMALITY ASSUMPTICNS TO COMPUTE FOR






IF(ASS(KJR1).GT.8.) GO TO 810
PHTX=0.5*(ERFC(C*H0P1>-ERFC(C*F0R2) )
81C VEP1=( (TGTH/2. I-WHEANVI/WSIGV
VER2=(( (-1. 0*TGTH) /2. >-WMEANV)/bS IGV
PFITY=1.0







SUBROUTINE IMTRP (X , ARG ,VAl,N
)
DIMENSION X(N,2 )
IFCARG.LT.XUtl) ) GO TO 500
CC 50 1=1,
N
IF (ARG.GT.X (1+1 ,1 )) GC TC 50
DIFF=X(I + 1,1)-X(I,1)
CELTA=ARG-X(I,1)
VAL=X(I ,2) + (DELT A/D!FF) * (X ( 1+1 , 2 )-X( 1 , 2 J)
RETURN
50 CCISTINUE




601 FCRMATC ERROR IN INT FP ARG.GT . X ( N , 2) • )
S1CP
500 fcRITE(6,501)




SIEROITINE RATE (RANGE, SPSSO.IWPN ,SUPFAC,RCF)
CCMMON /DEF/TENGMX»SENGMX ,S5NGMIS ,TARTM, SA F"!>
,
1 VEL , S V EL
RCF=0.0
IF (RANGE. LT. 25. J RETURN
IF( IWPN.EQ.2) GC TC 500













C***** in the FUNCTIONS HT , SPO AND PNG THE ARGINENT T
C* IS THE TINE SINCE THE WAVE BEINC- ADDRESSEC
C**=m* CROSSED THE 5000 METER QFFSHCPE NARK
C*
FLNCTION SPC(T)
CCMMON /ENGP7 SP DMAX , SPDM IN ,HT VAX , HTMIN, TT S ,
T
fi, T E ,T
F
IF(T.GT.TA) GO TO 50
SFD=SPDMAX
RETURN
































/ENGP/ SPCNAX,SPDMIN,HTMAX,HTMIN ,TTS ,TA ,TB »TF
.TA) GO TO 50
X







CCMMON /ENGR/ S PD NAX, SPDMI N , HTM/>X , FTM IN ,TTS »TA , TB , IF
IF(T.GT.TA) GD TO 50
RNG=5C0C.0-(SPDMAX*T)
RETURN
IF(T.GT.TB) GO TO 100
RNG =RD-0.5*(T-TA )* ( SPDMAX+S FD (T ) )
RETURN
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